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ASSEMBLYMAN WILLIAM "PAT" SCHOBER (Chairman): This is 

a regularly scheduled meeting of the Assembly's Independent 
Authorities Committee, and the purpose of the meeting today is 
the continuing series of hearings of this Committee into the · 

issue of our independent authorities. In particular the focus 

at this point is the highway authorities of our State. For 

those of you who were with us at the previous hearing several 

weeks ago, our first hearing -- other than those we had done 

separate.ly under separate resolution on the Garden State 

Parkway toll hike increase -- looked into the issue of the 

Atlantic City Expressway. Today, the second of those hearings, 

examines the operations of the New Jersey Turnpike Authority. 
Joining me on.the Co~ittee --who are regular members 

of our Committee - are Vice Chairman Ralph Loveys of Morris 

County, Marion Crecco of Essex, and Lou Gill of Passaic and 

Bergen. 

Let me preface the remarks by indicating -- as I did 

at the beginning of the last hearing -- that the purpose of 

tbese. hearings is an ongoing, iri-d~pth,. investigation and 

ana'!ysis of the state of our independent authorities in this 

State; ·and to make a· recommendation to the Legislature as· to 

what the role of the independent authorities should be in the 

future; and what recommendations we would make for any 

legislative reform of those agencies; or, in the final 

analysis, should-those independent authorities continue to be 

independent, and separate and apart from other aspects of State 
government? 

As I've indicated, today's hearing concerns itself 

w~th the New Jersey Turnpik.e Authority. Our next hearing will 
take place with the beleaguered· members of the Garden St.ate 

Parkway Authority, at a date to be set, probably in April. 

Without any further ado, our first witness is the 

Chairman of the Commissioners of the New Jersey Turnpike 

Authority, Joseph "Bo" Sullivan. Good morning, Mr. Sullivan. 
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J 0 s E P H A. II B 0 " S u- L L I V A N: Good morning, 

Mr. Chairman, and.:members of the- Committee·,:.'·"-MY- name is·· Joseph 
A~:: ~~Borr ;,S\lllivan·,· ·and. I·. am Chairman:_af: tlie -:-New Jerse.y Turnpike. 

~~-=- -.~ On:.:.behar£: of.,:..:.the entire New~:Jersey :_·Turnpike Authority:.~. 

I want- you to know that we appreciate this opportunity to 

appear here today, in order to provide this Committee and its 

staff with as complete an overview of the New Jersey Turnpike 

as is possible. I am not appearing to testify in favor of or 

against any particular legislation, but rather to inform the 

Committee of the operations of the Turnpike and to provide as 

much background information as is possible. 

With the permission o; the Chair, I have accompanying 

me today a variety of staff and special advisory personnel, so 

that should any particular technical questions arise, with your 

permission, I I 11 call upon them to answer directly and will 

identify them as needed. 

In accordance with the wish of your Committee's staff, 

this morning I will touch on the operation of the Turnpik~, its 

budgets both capital and operating; hopefully clear up 

misperceptions regarding. the· Turnpike, and discuss the 

financial structure of our Authority and some of the 

implications which would arise regarding the structure of our 
bond indebtedness. 

- I would certainly welcome at any time, Mr. Chairman, 

you or the members of the Committee or staff, to feel free to 
interrupt at any time and ask questions as we go along. 

During the Depression decade of the 1930s, the 

national and New Jersey infrastructure needs were sadly 

neglected, simply because there were no financial resources 

available during those economically troubled years. In the 

1940s, with the nation totally mobilized toward the winning of 

World War II, only national war effort needs were addressed. 

Hence, as New Jersey entered the late 1940s and began to look 
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forward to the 1950s, it became apparent that many 
infrastructure requirementsr·would have' toLbe met;::--::including of 
Glourse~, . .:-t,hei. ;_,am_abil·itation; -~o:f..::~roads·: and "bridges-:'~_-and-·"o1:;her~ 

tran-sportation needs. 
At -_t-hat'- time:;:::-New: :Jersey" was:_•-:se$no ::as·_~:~an- ,!economic 

corridor state, providing ·a bridge ·between Philadelphia, in. the 
south and New York City in the north. Clearly, a through, 
all-purpose road, in addition to the existing Route 1, was 

·-·. 

needed. 
Therefore_, the New Jersey Turnpike was created by 

statute in 1948, in order to provide a modern road system that 
would provide for the regional transportation needs of the 
areas, and also provide a lin~- in our road network that would 
enhance the economic role of the State. 

The Turnpike was created as an independent authority 
so that it could borrow public funds from the private sector on 
a tax..:free basis, and use toll revenues to pay off debt. At 
the time the Turnpike was created, 
needs in th~ State budget, and it . - . . . . . . .... 

way in which ·the Turnpike wouid be 

there- were other. competing_ 
was for~seen. that the only 

. . .. 
able to obtain t'he funding 

necessary to be built was to use this independent authority 
approach. 

In its 37-year operating history, the Turnpike has 
raised mor·e than $4 billion through debt· offerings, financed 
five major expansion programs, and provided services to 

travelers represented by more than 3 billion toll 
transactions. The New Jersey Turnpike today is viewed as the/ 
safest and most efficient all-purpose ·roadway in the world. 
Governor Kean frequently refers to the Turnpike as the backbone 
of New Jersey's transportation skeleton. 

In recent testimony before the U.s. Army Corps of 
Engineers and U.S. Coast Guard, Commissioner Charles Serraino 

of the New Jersey Department of Labor, noted that the Turnpike, 
"has become one of the State's greatest assets, facilitating 
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efficient movement of goods, easy access of markets to 

suppliers, labor mobility, and the economic expansion that has 

created jobs and raised the standard of living of the vast 

majority of our residents... Conunissioner Serraino went on to 

note that 10 years ago it was found that approximately 40% of 

the State's offices and industrial parks were within five miles 

of the Turnpike, and it is expected that this number is even 

higher today. 

When considering the Turnpike's .impact on the State's 

economy, Conunissioner Serraino points out that there are over 

2700 trucking and warehousing firms employing more than 50,000 

persons in northern New Jersey alone. In addition, about 

14,000 persons are directly employed in the area's water, 

t·ransportation industry, and another 15,000 are employed at 

Newark International Airport and the other air transportation 

facilities in the area. 

Finally, Conunissioner Serraino notes that, "in 

addition to providing vital transportation access to business 

and industry _lo~ated directly along its_ path, the New Jersey 

Turnpike anci the major highways· with which ·it is linked, have 

had far-reaching impacts on economic and social life throughout 

New Jersey. This highway network has made possible the large 

scale· movement of population and business to the suburbs that 
has occurred over the past few decades, and is now vital to the 

continued viability of what has become a highly decentralized, 

but regionally interdependent, economy. It has also 

contributed significantly to the State's flourishing tourism 
industry by providing quick movement of vacationers and day 

trippers to our beaches, boardwalks, casino hotels, and other 

attractions along the shore." 

Fully understanding its legislative mandate, ·"to 

provide for the construction of modern express highways, 

embodying every known safety device," the New Jersey Turnpike 

has been an innovator in safety measures, including separating 
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passenger car traffic from heavy vehicles such as trucks as 
bu§.~S :. ~developing ----improved, _,safer~ median.- barr.iers,.::~providing 
breakdawnJ ::_,shou-lders ~.on bridges, development"- of :an';- electronic 
'tr1'aff.fc:;; sufveillanc.e:_.:_' system, :'and;·: :automa:tie:-; variable··: message 
s-igns and roadway_closure devices, among .. oth~rs. ~-::..::·:.:s·:." t.;.'!~" ,_,;. 

The New Jersey Turnpike ·is recognized as the world 
leader in traffic movement operations and safety. We are 
frequently visited by transportation experts from all over the 
world seeking our advice and input. 

As you are all ·aware, the Turnpike operates as a 
free-wheeling roadway; with stops for the payment of tolls only 
required in off-roadway interchanges. 

In- the first full operating year in 1952, _ 
approximately 18 million vehicles used the New Jersey Turnpike 
and they produced approximately $18 miilion in total revenues 
for that year. Last year in 1987, over 183 million vehicles 
used the New Jersey Turnpike, and· they produced a total of $208 
million in total revenues. In both cases, the increases in the 
last 37 years a~e in excess of 10 times the original usage of 
the Turnpike. Since 1981, ·vehicle usage has gone from ·127. 2 
million to 183.2 million in 1987, an increase of 44%. In those 
same years, however, total employment has only risen from 1634 
in 1981 to 1847 in 1987, an increase of only 13%. 

Thus in 1981, each Turnpike employee 
average of 77,800 vehicles per year, while 
employee was serving 99,200 vehicles per year, 

/ 

increase of 28%. 

was serving an 
in 1987 each 

a productivity 

We are proud of our Turnpike employees who are 
represented by Local Union 194, IFPTE, AFL/CIO, and its 
Business Manager Frank Forst. It is only through the 
cooperation of these fine employees and their skill and 
dedication that productivity improvements like these can be 
accomplished, while maintaining the safety and integrity of the 
road. 
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In response to the request by your Committee staff, 

extensive budget figures, both operational and capital, have 

been submitted to you. We will be glad to take questions on 

these budgets later on if you so desire. 

On page 13 of our 1987 annual report, which has also 

been submitted to you -- page 13 is unnumbered, but it's the 

first buff colored page -- comparative budget figures for the 

year 1987, and this year, 1988, are presented: It should be 

noted that the budget only shows an increase, over 1987, of 

about 6.6~, tliis· in spite of the fact that the Turnpi~e is 

engaged in planning, engineering, and implementing,"the largest 

single roadway improvement program in the history of the State. 

With respect to the Turnpike widening and improvement 

program, it should be noted that in late January, the u.s. Army 

Corps of Engineers and the U·. S. Coast Guard conducted hearings 

and took testimony with respect to the applications that the 

Turnpike has filed with agencies relative to the project. 

Accordingly, testimony was presented on behalf of the Turnpike, 

encouraging and supporting the widening and improvements by the 
Port Autho-rity of New York,· the City of Newark, ·the New· Jersey 

Sports and Exposition Authority, the New Jersey Departments of 

Labor, Commerce, the Department of Transportation, 

Environmental Protection, and New Jersey Transit; also, the 
American Trucking Association, the New Jersey Motor Truck 

Associat~on, and most _of the businesses that are conducting 

operations in the Newark airport~ Port Newark, and Port 
Elizabeth areas. Should you, Mr. Chairman, or any of your 

Committee members or staff, wish copies of that te_stimony and 

the submissions that were submitted to the Army Corps and the 

Coast Guard, please let us know and we will be happy to provide 

them to you. 

With further reference to the widening program, I 

would like to take this opportunity to make clear the fact that 

the New Jersey Turnpike, in its 37 years of existence, 
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including its present $2 billion. widening and improvement 
:.:-~program;:, has- -never once received one cent of State. or Federal 
,..,,_··tax•,money.;:-- OUr c~pital programs are financed entirely through 

private sector borrowings- and our operations and debt" service 
_ -a:re.>paid~- stri:ctly through toll revenues. And, in fact, the 

. Turnpike contributes $12 million per year to the State under 
the terms of our contract with the New Jersey Transportation 
Trust Fund Authority. 

It is interesting also to note that there seems to be 
a national mood swing towards the use of priv~te sector 
financing for many of the infrastructure improvements that must 

· be made across the country. Last year, the United State·s 

Congress authorized the charging of tcil~.s on Federally assisted 
interstate highways. -The Turnpike, today, is looked at across 
this country as- an example of how government can es~ablish a 
quasi-governmental system which employees all the benefits of 
privatization, -in order to provide needed infrastructure and 
services in the same efficient manner as the_ private sector 
would. . 

A widespread misperception regarding the· Turnpike is 

that when-the Authority was created, it was intended t~at after 
the road was built and the bonds paid off, it should go out of 
business. Nothing could be further from the truth. 

Title 27, Chapter 23, Section 5 of the 
Turnpike_Legislation provides, in part, that the "the 
shall be a body corporate and politic and shall have 

original 

A~thority 

perpetual 
succession." Title 27, Chapter 23, Section 9 provides that 
when tolls are not required for the purpose of carrying out and 
performing the terms and provisions of the bond covenants, "the 
Authority shall cause tolls for the use of the Turnpike 
projects to be charges and collected at the same rates as were 
last charged." Further, in 1964, the Legislature added to the 

perpetuation of the Authority in Section.16 of Chapter 23 when 
they provided that when the bonds and interest on them had been 
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paid and there was a sufficient amount of money on hand that 
','all such;, Turnpike ·projects ·sha11 ·thereafter be . operated -,and 
mainta:ine~ by:: the. Autho.:t.i ty as .:to-11-. roads .. ~ .. ,.,_,- -,~-

.i::..:. .:._._,:::t , .. , .Therefore, .. d:t..~.~s quite;.~clea:E.!... that;•:the; ,,Legislature':: in 

estab"lisfiing~ '.·and":.· continuing-:- ~tlie :·New .Jersey·.~~ Turnpike,.·~ never· 

intended that it· shourd someday go·· out of business and become a 

drain on the taxpayers of this State. I think the idea that 

once the project was built, the Turnpike Authority should go 

away, started because I believe that was the original intent 

with the Holland Tunnel, but never with th~ New Jersey Turnpike 

Authority. 

Another widespread misperception regarding the 

Turnpike is that we are a completely ,.autonomous independent 

authority that is responsible to no one. Again, nothing could 

be further from the truth. · 

In the first place, all actions of the New Jersey 

Turnpike are subject to the scrutiny and veto of the Governor 

of the State of New Jersey. Every New Jersey Turnpike 

Authority meeting,. whether it be public or held in executive 

session, is attended ·by at least one member ·of the Governor's 

Independent Authorities Unit and by a representative of the 

Office of the State Treasurer. I might add, Mr. Chairman, that 

any time you or any member of your Committee or staff, or for 
that matter any members of the Legislature, would care to visit 

us, attend our meetings -- whether it' s a . meeting day or 
whether it's just a normal operations day -- please let me 

extend on behalf of the Authority an invitation. Anytime you 
want to come, give us a call. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: 

of the Governor's Independent 

the meetings? 

We're happy to have you there. 

How long has the representative 

Authorities Unit been attending 

MR. SULLIVAN: Prior to the establishment of the 

Governor's Independent Authorities Unit -- which I believe was 

established around 1983-- Prior to that, a member of the 
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Governor • s Counsel used to attend -- Counsel staff -- going 
back to when I became Chairman at least, in l982. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: How about a representative of 
the Office of the State Treasurer? ~, 

MR. SULLIVAN: Since I've been there in 1982. Also, 
most meetings are also attended by a representative from the 
Department of Transportation. 

held? 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: By around the same time? 
MR. SULLIVAN: Yes. Since I've been here in 1982. 
ASSEMBLYMAN GILL: How frequently are your meetings 

MR. SULLIVAN: The third Tuesday of every month. All 
·r" major financings are pre approved by Office of the Treasury. 

With reference to our ongoing widening program, we are 
under the direct jurisdiction of the u.s. Army Corps of 
Engineers and the u.s. Coast Guard, and must also work with 11-
addi tional Federal agencies, including the U.s. Environmental 
Protection Agency and the U.S. Fish and Wildlif_e Service. We 
also work closely wi 1:h the· Regional Transpo~ta:ton ~uthori ties, 
the Port Authority, aild the Regional Plan Association. Almost 
every executive depart~ent of State government is also involved 
in the planning and implementation of this m-ajor- project, and 
we must receive permits from four soil conservation districts, 
and deal with five counties. We also work with every 
municipality that we pass through, and interact with a large 
number of environmental arid public interest organizations. 

Secondly, we have a high degree of responsibility 
towards the traveling public; the motorists, truckers, and mass 
transit users, all of whom are our patrons. We owe them the 
duty and responsibility of providing a safe and efficient means 
of travel, and must provide them with their money's worth since 
they are paying for the use of the road. We are also 
responsible to the entire State and region to make sure that we 
provide the essential t_ransportation link in our road network 
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so that the economy of the State can continue to grow and 
p:rosper; .. for ;certa-inly" ·if·· the·· Turnpike·· is to gridlock, the 
economy of-. the~ State of::~Newr· Jersey: wilL. very · ~apidly begin to 
f al·l ·:; ;- -F-i • · ~ n-F ;:- ,. '? ::; :::. : 1".:-~ .,.,. -: t.::'..!I'Cr ':"' 

~. aJ::Sti-~lfave.; .a ftirther~ ·responsibility to the~ ci tiz.ens 
o·f-::,Newe-Jetsey to- operate, and conduct the- Turnpike· in a manner 
which is consistent with our policy of improving the 
environment. As part of qur widening and improvement program, 
we will be conducting the largest, single, environmental 
cleanup and improvement program in the history of the State. 

Finally, the New Jersey Turnpike Authority owes a high 
de9ree of responsibility to the private citizens, banks, 
pension funds, financial institutions, that purchase Turnpike 
bonds, _and thereby loan us the money to build and continually 
improve our Turnpike system. 

A key element in the process of debt financing is to 
be able to provide a secure revenue stream -- dedicated tolls 

and an efficient operation so that the bond rating agencies 
Standard·& Poors, and Moodys -- assi9n.a high rating to the 

bonds in order to be able to sell the bonds at relatively low. 
rates of interest. Thus, the independence of a toll road such 
as the Turnpike is viewed as an ·essential element in its 
financial soundness and credit-worthiness. 

A complete report relating to the financial structure 
of the New Jersey Turnpike has been submitted, Mr. Chairman, to 
you and to the members of your Committee. Included in that 
report is a memorandum regarding the rights of covenants of the 
bondholders and the obligations which are owed to those lenders 
by the New Jersey Turnpike Authority and the State of New 
Jersey. Without, at this time, going into great detail 
regarding this report, it should be noted that in the opinion 
of bond counsel the, "enactment of legislation materially 
altering an~ impairing the contractual holders of bonds, under 
the resolution in contravention of the State. pledge, would 
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violate, under: existing judicial.- .decisions., _the prohibitions 

agai~st :the::impairmeht~ :~of -:contracts' and' 'could· not be· ·sustained~;''
~=~:;;;~;_;:;-,~,.- (A:l.S\01t' i:itt.a.should.Nbe .noteqy- thatL :fQ.lt:ithe,_,st-a-;tei:··op.i.··New. 

J"e.rsey to assume only the $2. 5 billion Turnpike debt would have 

the effect- ~·O~;·. appr=o~imatelY=: doub1ing= ... =:the_.··· S.tate.~s .general: 

obligation,- tax-supported,-- debt. The, consequences · of· such 

action, surely, would result in the re-evaluation of the 

present coveted AAA bond rating which our State enjoys; and 

would also substantially use up low cost AAA capacity of the 

State to issue future low-cost bonds for. much needed social and 

infrastructure requirements, such as 

education, 

protection . 

housing, transportation, 

prisons, 

and 

health care, 

environmental 

. A review of the pertinent financial data shows New 

Jersey is already at this high end o~ some key financing 

ratios. Only through a robust economy and good government 

management d:o we maintain the top bond ratings and continue to 

keep our financing costs down. 

Absorption . of the T'U:rnp~k·e debt, h9wever, could. push 
. -. . 

New Jersey to lower bond ratings, and could cost the taxpayers 

of this State millions of dollars in additional· debt service. 

Mr. Chairman, with your permission at this time, I'd 

like to just further elaborate on some of these remarks by 

working with the charts. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: Yes . I 'd just 1 ike to ask one 

question if I might. 

MR. SULLIVAN: Yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHOBER: What is the present bond rating 

of the Turnpike bonds? 

MR. SULLIVAN: The Turnpike bonds are rated A. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: Single A? 

UNIDENTIFIED MEMBER OF AUDIENCE: By Moodys, and 

Standard & Poors. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: That's the current issue? 
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UNIDENTIFIED MEMBER OF AUDIENCE: Yes, sir . 
. :-.'~::::.~,,-~M!L SULLIVAN: Both the widening bonds and the prior 

,.,.:.~=- ;_.bonds v~- ~~·the refunded bonds. They are not full faith and 
.:~ -~i::~·cred·it:.ibOncls of the State. . ... -~-·. 

8-t::::>::<?-'s t]!?ri!?ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: Why are they single A? 
--=:-..-:--==: .-,f= •cMR7: SULLIVAN: Because they're not full faith and 

credit bonds of the State. 
ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: Is that the reason? 
MR. SULLIVAN: Yes. 
UNIDENTIFIED MEMBER OF AUDIENCE: They're secured by 

the toll revenues alone. 
ASSEMBLYMAN SCHOBER: They're secured by toll revenues 

alone? 
UNIDENTIFIED MEMBER OF AUDIENCE: Right. 
ASSEMBLYMAN SCHOBER: If . I may ask the devil' s 

advocate question: What happens if the toll revenues are not 
suf!icient to pay for the bonds? 

MR. SULLIVAN: You have to raise the tolls. Each 
year, by· bond coven~nt, - in September at our September board .. 
meeting the third Tuesday in September -- we make a 
certification to the trustee of the bonds, and the bondholders 
and to the State, as to whether or not, in the opinion of our · 
Authority, we will have sufficient revenues to meet the 
obligations of the Authority for the ensuing year. For 
example, last September we_ made the assertion that in the 
opinion of the best experts at the Authority, we will have 
sufficient toll revenues to meet all our obligations; which 
includes operational costs, capital expenditure costs, and 
interest and amortization of the bonds. That certification is 
made each year in September for the next ensuing year. And we 
_try to make a businesslike guess, although it's not required, 
we make a projection as tq what the following year would be. 
So last September we certified that there would be no toll 
increase necessary in 1988, and based upon our projections, 
estimated that there would be no toll increase required in 1989. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN LOVEYS: Mr. Sullivan, I'm surprised that · 

you didn' 'tt:ment:ion '·that once your bonds~ a~e -:-on :-=the: marketp~acei 
they.Lre not..Lthere: fot.<a very- longupe-ried~o£.·,·time~l; •.And;.; whether.o 

Moad}ts:. b·r::~s.tan6.ar(l- Sf-'Pd<Xs say Single A, the general public is 

saying it'-s, AAA aS'-'f.ar:.·._a:s~ they' I'&. .:concerned . .::.: ~.±:<.ri .:;,_ '"' 

MR. SULLIVAN: That's- rightr· sii;-. : They do trade as if 

they're AAAs, and they're used in the bond buyer indexes, and 

they are the most widely quoted bonds. We can give you copies 

of these if you'd like. 

ASSEMBLYMAl-7 SCHUBER: Before you go to the chart, I 

just want to ask you a couple of questions on bonding. We' 11 

save the rest of the questions for later, but while we talked 

about it I just wanted to get some questions out of the way. 

This certification that you make in September for the following 

year is made to the rating houses? 

MR. SULLIVAN: No. It's made to the trustee and the 

holders of the bonds. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: Okay. Each year do you meet 

with the representatives of the rating agencies, like. Standard 

& Poors and that? 

MR. SULLIVAN: It Is not done on a regularly scheduled. 

basis. It's usually done-~ When you are going to do an issue, 

you meet with them more than once a year. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: Right. 

MR. SULLIVAN: You meet with them frequently. After 

that, I don't think I've met with them since '86, '87, I guess. 
ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: When was the last--

.MR. SULLIVAN: We do provide them with the financial 

data of the Turnpike. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: We 11 don' t they meet with you 

once, or don't they have representatives that come by once a 

year to most of the State departments and ask what you are 

planning to do for the following year? 

MR. SULLIVAN: That do that on a more regularly 

scheduled basis with the State than they do with us. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: Okay . 
. : . ·--"~MR. ·.SULLIVAN-: · The- State hasr.:::.so_:...many different ~ t"ypes 

of·c:Qond :issues1 •out .... '·'.. ,,_ v .;-'- ,. .••• _.;. ~ • ·;_;.: ~ .:.::. ·.:..::. -: ~ ":':':":' ·'"' · ·• ·• 

;T';O:J.;:y:~ urASSEMBLYMAN·:· SCHUBER::;.1• Na,;: :I!~· appree.ia·te~~'-that ,• ·-but:' the: 
Autho~:ity as· &-'-bond: issuing .. authority•;J-i.t:-s. my understanding, I 
thought that the rating houses meet or come by-:-once a- year, or 
they send representatives down to Trenton and try to meet with 
everybody or speak with everybody as to what their future plans 
are, so that they can issue their reports as to what they see 
for the economy of the State, etc. Do they meet on a yearly 
basis -- let me ask you that -- with the Turnpike Authority? 

MR. SULLIVAN: Not necessarily, because we're not 
issuing bonds each year. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: When was the last time you met 
with those individuals? 

MR. SULLIVAN: Uh, '87? (confers with Harry Tyson) 
H A R R Y T Y S 0 N: (from ~udiehce) After the bond issue, 
I believe you met with-- (inaudible) 

MR. SULLIVAN: Late '86? 
MR. TYSON: Well, no, '87. 
MR. SULLIVAN: '87? 
MR. TYSON: In the middle of '87, I would say. 
ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: All right, if someone else is 

going to. talk from the audience they're going to have to 
identify themselves for the purpose of the reporter. 

MR. SULLIVAN: This is Harry Tyson of Smith, Barp:ey. 
ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: Okay. I have no problem with 

that. I just want to make sure that-- When we make a 
transcript of this there will be an unidentified voice from the 
crowd. 

MR. SULLIVAN: A voice from outer space. 
ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: For the 1987 bond issue you had 

met with them in '86? 
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MR. TYSON: '86 and in 'ST. ·In February of '87, the 

$2 billion of variable 'l rate~- bonds' -were • :conveU:.ted; ;to~ f.ixed 

rate·• '"'At:-.,that time, there were quite a number of me·etings with 
the ratinq.:-agencies-~;J b'oth•Standard.,& Po~j.t-aridiMoodys .. !·::': t-~~ 

l'~:.-:.::.2:.. . .:..;:-~ ~,.:ASSEMBLYMAN iSGHUBER:::' ,t·Wheno: was: +the ·-·Turnpike· ::expansion 

officially ·announced: for the; first time? ':< ,· ~; -- .. 

MR. SULLIVAN: May, 1985. ·Here's the press release. 

In May 10, 1985, we issued a press release announcing the 

expansion program of the Turnpike. With your permission, Mr. 

Chairman, the reason we did it in May of '85 -- and what we 

announced really were some preliminary plans. Historically, 

back in the early '70s, the Turnpike had_planned and was on the 

verge of implementing a project C(l1led, "The Toms River 

Expressway." Some refer to it as ·the Governor Driscoll 

Expressway. In' 1973, the gubernatorial election campaign, that 

Expressway became an issue of political debate. Senator Russo, 

and then candidate Byrne, opposed the building of that 

Expressway. Candidate Sandman -- Congressman Sandman -- was in 

. favor of it. In November of 1973, Mr .. · Byrne . was · elected 

Governor Byrne,· and in the early part of 1974 -- after having 
. . 

been inaugurated-- Governor Byrne canceled the project. We're 

still in the process of selling off the real estate that we had 

acquired to build that project. 

We had started our survey as to whether or not we were 

going ·to have to do our widening back in ·' 84. And as these 

preliminary results were coming in, it really looked as though 

we were going to have to go through with this project. Knowing 

that history, I wanted to get the. Turnpike widening into the 

political debate of 198~, it being a gubernatorial election 

year and a legislative election year. Because the Democratic 

side of the aisle was having a primary campaign, I wanted to 

get the issue out early enough so it could become, if desired, 

a part of the debate on that side of the aisle. Therefore, the 

May 10 date becomes critical because we wanted this issue to be 
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a part o:B this .. political debate, because I didn't. want to. move 

f"orwatd- and spend .. a: lot1 of money >on <eng:i:neer ing'' and·' plans 1 ,-jjf_. '. ct: 

had.;: .two-.:;; candidates. ·r:unn-inq.:-: .C f OD'' ',governo:c ~-. -:both ' of~,~ Wh9.:: were: 

agreeing __ -_ ~ha:t::.Ll:iey. _were:. going=' to ;::,cancel:_ the-~'- pr:oj~ct. So we 

tried to gee~i~-;:_in:eo~ th~·:pUblic debate·'""yery early-~~---~~~~- ··-- -

ASSEMBlrYMAN- SCHUBER: To . my recollection-- Did it 

become part of the debate in any--

MR. SULLIVAN: No one ever mentioned it. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: I don't think it did. 

MR. SULLIVAN: No one ever mentioned it. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: To me it didn' t . 

remember it appearing on any debate or anything. 

I don't 

MR. SULLIVAN: I can only pr~sume th,at both Governor 

Kean and Mr. Shapiro were in favor of it. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: It represents quite a contrast 

to the-Parkway•s handling of the same issue, I think. But back 

to the issue of expansion, if I might. This is with regard to 

the bonding and the financial analysis of that. This was 

announced in _May of '85. 

MR.· SULLIVAN: Correct. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: And I assume it had been under 

discussion or planned for quite awhile before that, I would 

assume. 
MR. SULLIVAN: What had happened really was and I 

guess it was 1983 -- Commissioner Creamer, who was then serving 

the HMDC, came to me and said, .. We have to start to look at 

building a resource recovery system for Bergen County. And the 

best place in our judgment is going to be someplace along the 

·New Jersey Tur~pike, along the westerly spur... And we were 

literally working off pencil sketches at that time. I went 

back to the Turnpike and said to our engineering staff, "Bergen 

County is going to need a resource recovery plant. They've 

asked us if we can find a place that would be convenient along 

the New Jersey Turnpike, to try to keep those garbage trucks 
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off the local city streets." At that point we started to look 
at the- capacity ; of ;the ----roadway :to -handle the -trucks~- and. the 

traffic:~ L··~~· ·-.:.-!. ·-·..:... 

'-:1-.:.o..-:...:.;_ ...... ,~r Simudtane:qus1~ -wit;h ~ t~atr;:,: the.:.:.Governor ~had ·-appoint.ed. a: 

task- force,_ of·, individuals:--.::under ,-tlie· ·cha'i:r::t'!lanship . of Gary Stein 

-- who was. "then- the~ Di"re-c.---eor'. of Policy and·-Planninq- -- ta _look 

at the Route 3 corridor and the gridlock that we continually 

experience there along the Meadowlands. As time went on and we 

started to plug the data in, it became obvious to all of us 

that, A) we did not have enough capacity on the westerly spur 

to do the things that we wanted to do, B) the lack of capacity 

on the westerly spur was adding to the gridlock that was 

developing on Route 3 by the Sports Aut~ority. From that data, 

in 1984 which you can see in this press releas_e -- in 

February of '84 the Turnpike issued an order for professional 

services to conduct a conceptual engineering study to determine 

the best way of accommodating ·the increasing traffic volume in 

the north~rn corridor. 

So that following these studies . and discussions and 
group meetings in ~- 83 I in February 'of I 84 'we. commissioned.~ 

formal engineering study to see what we could_ do. It was- then 

about 16 months later that the plans had jelled to such a point 

-- although they weren't final -- but as I said, we tried to 

get it into the public domain quickly. We were criticized for 

going public with plans that_ were incomplete, but I still think 

it was the best course of action; to take what we had and go 
public with it. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: As I read this press release, I 
don't see anything in here about toll hikes, though. I think 

it's kind of hinted at but it's not necessarily spelled out. 

The question is, do you remember when the first time was that 

the Turnpike announced that it would have to raise tolls for 

that expansion? 
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MR. SULLIVAN: I know I- certainly did it when we 

issued the: b.onds ciil Novembe:~::.c .. of 1985. · Wa-it·: a:...' minute:; here ~we' 

go.,-.c·(audience member gives Mr. Sullivan information) I've 

just been.:. 11l ¢:ven:, ;_, _this iV .c. document . c- c-• .:-Thi S 7 :.:. '11leet ing:, :~ ~\tfher e:: -~ -=we 
announced;:,thfs" plan·, ~:.was covered:,_._ A:lan.d::¥oder of~ The ·.Bergen 

Record has_a.headline, "Turnpike Widening Will Lift Tolls ... 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: What date is that? 

MR. SULLIVAN: May 12, 1985. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: But I think there was an 

official announcement that you folks made later on where you 

said that you would have to do that. I was just trying to 

figure out what date that was? 

MR. SULLIVAN: That was Noveml:?.er of '85 when we did 

the $2 billion bond issue. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: Okay. 

MR. SULLIVAN: I'm quoted as saying here, "Tolls will 

go up, but we don't know how much said the Chairman." 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: Okay. And at that point you 

announced a $2 billion-- In November. of. _'85 you announced a $2 

billion bond issue? 

MR. SULLIVAN: Correct. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: Now, the question I have on that 

is simply this: Just prior ·to the issue, when was the last 

time you might have met with the representatives of Moodys or 

Standard & Poors .prior to that time, with regard to the 

operation of the Turnpike in general, to your knowledge? 

MR. SULLIVAN: Prior to November of '85? 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: Yes. 

MR. SULLIVAN: I think we met with them imminently 

prior to the issuance of those bonds. We had to get ratings 

for those bonds. If I can go back a step again, with your 

permission. In 1984, we had about $750 million worth of 

outstanding bonds. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHOBER: Correct. 
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MR. SULLIVAN: Under the terms of the agreement 
contract: '-that',.we reachee'!'-·wdth ·;the-:-. Transportat:i:on:~:Trust..:-,_F-und-
~-uthority-i·,-itc-7 prc0vided0>that ;"we pay.~lthe State'-,..~$12-,:-miliioiT 

an.nualiy-.,--;1. -~;:~"'-=--a::~~: ...,_...._"" ~· rot....,:"""''"'!"~c.:H'"~ :l.j:j; ~ ((i~C=:t~ il.l:::_:..;- • ~[1.tir8· V·ii;.; 

-~7-:--~~;_.._i~ . :-. ASSEMBL¥MAN SCHUBER:---= __ ::-.;..;R·ight. ~--.-~~i.L: ·:.:~:.:;:::-': ~~ ".!.l.!.~ i=~8--t-.~~PTT 

MR.. SULLIVAN: We couldn I t do -that under the terms and 

conditions of those bonds that were outstanding. So in order 

to come into compliance with the contract with the 

Transportation Trust Fund Authority, we had to do a refunding 

of those existing bonds. When we did that in 'I 84, we were 

meeting frequently with the rating agencies to set this new 

bond -- this new refunding issue -- up in the proper way. We 

do a low to high refinancing, as a result of which we cleared 

out the $250 million worth of debt. So that when we finished 

with the refunding, we only had a half a billion dollars ef 

debt outstanding. However, what we did do was take that and 

reduce it to a secondary lien position, leaving first lien on 

the toll revenues open, in anticipation of doing another bond 

i~sue_ for _a· major expansion project. S.o that we were meeting 

all through the year 1984 frequently with these rating agencies 

and their representatives. We did that refunding issue, and 

then as we got along in '85 with the widening plans, continued 

to meet with them to bring them up-to-date on what the widening 

program and project was going to look like . 

.ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER.: When did it become obvious to 

you that you needed a $2 billion expansion, I mean, as far as a 
determination was finally made . in your minds that you would 
need $2 billion for this expansion? 

MR •. SULLIVAN: In May of I 85, I had estimated -- and 

it Is on the public record -- that the cost would be in excess 

of a billion dollars. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: Right. 

New JerseY State-ttbrafY. 
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MR. SULLIVAN: And I mus~ say, in May of 1 85 we were 
thinking we:-:: we:r;e , going;_, to:,- have,-· to:, expand··"""the road: f"rom

In,terchange 9. :.north ~,ai"<Jng the:_ wester.1y.' term-inus·'· '"=From.-: the 'time. 

of May~~til the autumn, when we were refining plans, outside 

traffic ccmsultants.::·:came'_'Jlack tti·tUs. and said, "You don It have 

to widen between~ rnt·erchaage~;91--'and Interchange-.:I-1.- -You -'-already 

have the capacity there for the next 20 years. What you should 

widen is from Interchange 9 south to Interchange 8A." And if 

you recall, that . rather enraged some citizens in the East 

Brunswick-Milltown area. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: Right, and in Elizabeth. 

MR. SULLIVAN: So the bond issue became quantified, 

I I m going to guess around the late S,eptember early October 

period, when we were working with the rating agencies; because 

the bond issue ·at that time also included some capitalized · 

interests and other costs. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: In putting· aside· for a second of 

dealing with the rating agencies for the purpose of rating your 

bonds, it Is my understanding th.at the rating agencies -- as I 

was indicating before -- period-ically, I think annually . in 

fact, send teams to the State House to meet with all of the 

departments and the various and sundry folks who might· incur 

debt during the course of the year, to establish, I guess, an 
overall credit rating for the State, I assume, and they issue a 
report on that basis. Now the question I really have here is 

simply this: When was the last time that representatives of 

the Turnpike Authority may have met with representatives of the 

rating agencies, not for the rating of your bonds necessarily, 

but with regard to that analysis that they make on an annual 

basis, prior to this May 1985 statement that the Turnpike was 

going to expand? 

MR. SULLIVAN: When have we met with them prior to 

that? 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: Right, the last time prior to 

that. 
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MR. SULLIVAN: It would have been relative to the 1984 
refunding, so it would have been 1984. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: Which would have ;been when? 
. MR. SULLIVAN: 1984. ~> 

MR. TYSON: (from audience) It was during 1984. I'm 

not sure, was it May? 

MR. SULLIVAN: Well, August '84 is the date of the 

prospectus on the half a billion dollar issue, ~o we were 

probably meeting with them over the summer. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: The summer of '84? 

MR. SULLIVAN: Yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHOBER: Was there any discussion with 

the folks from the rati~g agencies in the summer of '84 that 
you would have to do a $2 billion expansion in.l985? 

MR. SULLIVAN: No. Because I remember . going back to 

them and they wer~ rather surprised. 

MR. TYSON: (from audience.) There was however, as a 
result-~ 

MR. SULLIVAN: Har~y Tyson of Smith, Barney~ 

·MR. TYSON: There was however, because ·of the 

structure of the '84 issue, there was definitely an indication 

that there would be a future issue of bonds because of the fact 

that the '84 issue was set up as a second lien to allow for the 

issuance of a future series of bonds in front of that 1984 

issue. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: Harry, I appreciate the fact 
that there might have been an indication. 

you tell them at that time that you were 

1;:hat extent? 

The question is, did 

going to expand to 

MR. SULLIVAN: No. We didn't know it, Chairman. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHOBER: In fact, why don't you come on 

up? (Mr. Tyson ·complies) It would be easier I think if we-

I just want to finish this line of questioning, then I' 11 let 

you go on, Bo. I just want to finish this up. 
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see my concern is simply-- The issue that we're 

look-inq, ··-at -her.e ·i:s ... with. regard ·to-- As I indicated to the 

peo~le f r::oitt: ~:the ._.. 'Ati a.nt-i·c-:.dli ty:,-i Expr e.ssway ,:-.~and.:.: a:.s- · I':·..::think we 

indicatedi•!to :the.::.lf'a..lks a'ft;-;~the Garden State Parkway Authority, 

we have nc::t~~ re.aT·problems :'witlr: the·;projects.:..that_-_you have. done;.~ 

or the- -way·- that --you maintain or run those particular roads. 

They're done very very well. And the Turnpike I think excels 

at that. We would all agree with that. _My concern is with 

regard to the fact -- and this is an issue that is partly our 

fault as a Legislature, and partly the Executive's fault also 

-- in that we don't necessarily spend our time, because of the 

limited time I guess that we have, really analyzing and looking 

over many of the operations_ that go on,;- in these authorities. 
. . ~ 

One of - the concerns that I have with regard to that is 

sometimes that when things are done that are for good public 

purposes, but· for whatever the reason there is an air of 

secrecy with r_egard· to them or whatever, and not everything -is 

always put out on the table. 

My c_oncer_n wi-th. this, as I had indic~ted from talking 
·with various and ·sundry folks in the business, was that in the 

prior time when you had·met with those folks you were planning 

this expansion. It might not have gotten to the point- where 

you wanted it to, but you really were not necessarily candid 
with the financial · folks at that time. And that's a concern 
that_ I have, because of the fact that-:-- You know, that's one 

of the issues we're looking at here -- that whole issue of 
whether in fact that should be allowed and how were you going 

to rectify that? 

MR. SULLIVAN: Mr. Chairman, let me address that 

issue, especially since it relates to the questions of candor. 

When we issued in 1984 the order for professional services to 

study feasibility requirements, necessity for the potential 

future widening, one of the things that we do and do well at 

the Turnpike is we give those jobs to outsiders to do, so that 
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we do not influence their study. - We make a conscious effort 
not-- to -have'r --what ~-we:' re·· :accused ofr having.,·, which :_,is __ a

self...;perpetuatin.g ':bureaucracy7 :-;:'rherefar:e, ~¥6U , ... give ·~Gi"t.::~ to-

jjndependent.-, outsider-sL:. to:: do, :·it,;; n-:·I--£ ~yattc we:ce~>~-to askh(:t:liose 

independent oatsiders.'every· ·day ;c~Gr ~:eveeyt~eek~,-: .. o:c.-.-·every-=month·, 

how ·their study ·was coming," you would:~ ·put . yourself- in: ·-the 

position of influencing the answers they're going to come up 

with. We intentionally try not to do that. So that the last 

time I met with the rating agencies in 1984, relative to the 

refinancing of the existing debt, we did not have the reports, 

we did not know there was going to be a widening, if there was, 

nor did we know the size and scope of it. 

When I went back to them, they s,aid, "Well, you should 

have told us last year you were going _to widen the road. " I 

said, "·I didn't know last year I was going to widen the road." 

And frankly, I was surprised, and I think most of the staff at 

the Turnpike was surprised at the capacity utilization ratios 

that were developed by the independent study. 

ASSEMBLYMAN- SCHUBER: Okay. That's· all I wanted on 

that question. Go ahead, Bo. Why don't you proceed? 

MR. SULLIVAN: (moves to charts) This is referring 

back to some of the operations of the Turnpike. This gives you 

an idea of the growth in traffic. This indicates the vehicles 

served per day. Using 1980 as a base, you can see we were 

serving approximately 330, ooo vehicles per day. I think the 

growth line speaks for itself, whereby 1987 -- last year -- we 
finished up averaging in excess of a half million vehicles a 
day. 

This is the aggregate incremental vehicles per day. 

Again in bar graph form, showing the increases, whereby in '81 

we were ave'raging about 11,500 vehicles per day more than in 

'80. By the time we get to 1987, the growth is up close to 

170,000 vehicles per day extra. That's more vehicles per day 

extra than some states have registered in the entire state; a 

lot of vehicles. 
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These , are,_,percentage. increases. - .. It.' s. a ._corresponding 

graph: -line~·-s-howing ~the:· 'total·-·aggregate percent in-creases in 

g.rowtho;-; ~- ;:Usinq:i, ol98l.c·shewingahere as:-d:he- .::-base I ·-.-we a·;r;e·.· ·-now..i. ~at :_a• 

. rat:a~·.where;_we_--_arel.:_almost'..J50%~. mor.e vehicles~ peE: day•~than<we '_were: 
in.-::.:l:98'Q-:-.:.~,r~-::- A·.:_: tremendous~-:- growth,.--.; and--,-- again-,-~- reiated.::-~·to:· -the 

economy as much as anything else. 

Interestingly enough, the Turnpike seems to have even 

managecl small growth figures during the gas crisis of the '70s, 

so that we've really never had a down line. Although it's 

been-- (inaudible) --as to where that would go. But with the 

economic boom -- I guess I can say politically -- of the 

Reagari/Kean years, you can trace what's happened to the 

economy, not only in New Jersey but i:q.,· the whole northeast 

region. If you read the tes:timony of people like the Port 

Authority, regarding the number of trips in and out of Newark 

Airport, and the tremendous growth that they expect in the 

future, certainly we're struck against constraints regarding 

th~ capacity. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LOVEYS: Bo, how many automobiles a day do 
-you get? 

MR. SULLIVAN: We're ave~aging today slightly in 

excess of a half a million autos per day. I would certainly 

suggest that on the Wednesday night before Thanksgiving you do 
not try to go south on the New Jersey Turnpike. Nor, if we 

have a four day Christmas weekend, do you try to get over the 

Delaware Memorial Bridge heading back to Virginia on that 

Sunday night. We were backed up 32 miles, Sunday night, 

Christmas weekend, because we get down to two lanes down 

there. And everybody, from the Governor-- I got a lot of 

letters from out-of-state people. Just because they don't vote 

here, you still have to answer them. (laughter) If I could go 

over--

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHOBER: Yes, please. 
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MR. SULLIVAN: (witness- moves to . another set of 
q_har:ts) : '~These .. .are:. s-ome charts,- ·showJn<J-" M9'E>dys•' , ____ , based ~uporr 
~ers received;·from-::Moodys-::rating · ·agencyio' This, relates, to. 
t.he.~ financing..;. o.f:;: the.i.State: .of Ne··~uJ&rsey',i ~;=: Pf;"" 5-;~y ~ l1;;;; ·"'"-' ·"·'~:;:-c 

AAA rating.··· Only -seven. states-,in the nation have an AAA rating 
from both Standard & Poors, and Moodys. Those seven states are 
referred to in the blue color on these charts, and this is the 
net tax supported debt per capita. In New Jersey our debt per 
capita is $491. The media of the seven AAA rated states is 
$208. The United States median is $300. If the State were to 
assume to take over the Turnpike debt, it would balloon the 
debt per capita to $803. . 

Now, these charts indicate one of the types of things 
that the rating agencies look at. They also look at the 
efficiency in operations of the State government, the 
willingness of the government to make the hard decisions as to 
provide revenue to finance their debt, the robustness of their 

_economy, anci so on. So this is clearly-- I'm n~t in~ending to 
say this "is the· only criteria ·by which the rating agencies rate 
the State debt, but this starts to give you an overview as to 
the type of ratios that they look at. 

This is a very similar chart. This is tax supported 
debt per total personal income. of the State. Again, in New 
Jersey our debt is 2.6% o; personal income. The media of the 
seven AAA rated states is 1. 9. The United States median is 
2.3. And again, if the State were to take over the New Jersey 
Turnpike debt, it would balloon to 4.3%. 

This is another way that the rating agencies look at 
the debt, as to whether or not a state can afford it. It's the 
debt as a percentage of estimated full valuation of the assets 
of the State. New Jersey right now is 1.5%. The median of ~he 
AAA rated states is . 6%. The United States of America is 
1.1%. And again, if the State were to assume and take over the 
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$2.5 billion worth of Turnpike debt,_ that again would balloon 

to -z ~ 5%. we._ can -on-ly -guess ,:at· whati:the-:-~conse.quences migh.t.~be!-"-';1 

- ·- --·- Her.e.~ s_,:a .guess;;.o•-·'-i·What · we.'ve aone•.:jlere·.::is.: we!ve!:-taken· 

ju·st-:- the::·_$2:,:~ d:lillion ... TurnpikeF.debt..,;.;~nd say the State would 
take . over .. ·, ~:.thatrr.-.-clebt ·;'"'''-7If' ,--it·· could,:::-in.-; spite o£:... those-~~~atios;. 

maintain ·an AAA -rating; there wouldnLt -be any additional cost. 

But if, however, because of those types ·of ratios going awry, 

the rating agencies decided to downgrade, not the entire State 

debt, but just downgrade the $2.4 billion portion of it to AA, 

it would cost the State taxpayers $113 million in additional 

interest charges. If the economy took a blip, again with those 

numbers, if the rating went down to A, it would cost the 

taxpayers an additional $246 million· i~· additional interest . 
charges; interest being funded in the State out of tax 
revenues. An9, probably the worst case scenario, if the rat.ing 

agencies downgraded just this portion -- not the entire State 
debt, but just this portioz:!. -- it would cost the taxpayers $411 

million in additional interest. 

And that · dc;>es not address the. qu~stion of how much 
. capacity the State of . New . Jersey. has I. 0 to do AAA 'rated debt. 

And as I mentioned in my testimony, with all the other 

important social programs that we have -- prisons, hospitals, 
mortgage finance, and environmental protection things. There's 
a capacity at which you can sell debt AAA. Once you exceed 
that capacity-- . It's like mortgaging your house. The second 
mortgage costs you more than the first. 

This chart shows New Jersey's general obligation debt 
currently is $2.8 billion. This is direct, tax supported, G.O. 

debt of the State. If you took over just the Turnpike-- The 

Turnpike, incidentally, represents 85% of the independent toll 

road debt. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: Eighty-five percent? . 
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MR. SULLIVAN: Eighty five percent of it, yes. And if 
the State were to take over the Turnpike debt, it would balloon 
the State's G.O. debt to $5.2 billion; numbers which we think 
are troublesome with respect to the financiaL credibility of 
the State in the marketplace. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHOBER: Thank you, Bo. Then it would be 
your testimony, if I asked you the question -- as I asked the 
Atlantic City Expressway folks -- about why you should continue 
to exist as an authority, I assume that your answer would be 
that there would a financial difficulty visited upon the State 
for us to assume the financial responsibilities and outstanding 
debt of this authority. Is that correct? 

MR. SULLIVAN: Yes. I think what we woufd probably be 
looking at somehow would be a coming into play of the law of 
unintended consequences. ·To me, to add to the State general 
obligation debt an additional $2.5 billion -- almost doubling 
what it is in existence today -- would threaten the capacity to 
do the other things which we all know we have to do. 

. Connecticut, you know, ran into terrible problems with 
. . 

the toll revenues from the Connecticut Turnpike going into the 
general treasury. Those toll revenues were ·not being 
efficiently turned back in to the Connecticut Turnpike. They 
didn't do their bridge repairs, and the Mianus bridge fell down. 

One of the reasons why the Turnpike works, one of the 
reasons we don It have potholes -- and believe me, going at 55 
mph next to a tractor trailer truck you don It want to hit a 
pothole -- is the fact that being independent we can run our 
operations and use the · toll revenues for the repairs, 
maintenance, ~s needed. And when we have to do a major project 
to benefit the State, we don It burden the taxpayers or the 
State with that debt. We just go as if we were a private 
sector independent group, and borrow the money on our own. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: Let me ask you this then. I 

be-lieve-~ther-e ~was· a .cp.r-oposal 'llto-re,,than_;-,d2:,_years ,-ago" ,,I 'quess·;· 

in-__, the·,Legislature-:--.",;to cunite _,__al;L.:_af.,_,_the -~toll::.. ,road .. autl:leritj:es 

into on-e,authorJ.ty.itl-.Sinc.e:_;you a-11 dO;_ kirtd .. <ofi.:the,.sameLthing in 

a:·gerteJz;crl:- S.ense;-:: wh.y~:shquld-.octhere be three separate ones? 

MR-.:-::-SULLiVAN ~-=;:::rnrecall'; ,that-"'-, I :Oel ieve-~""therev::was-c:- an· 

independent management survey done at the time, and they 

concluded, I believe, that there would not have been any 

operational savings .. 

There are two problems that I could anticipate. One 

would be, again, how do you meld the debt without paying some 

sort of penal ties for refinancing? And I should note also 

that, I know we got a lot of headlines i11, '85 when we did the 

$2 billion bond issues, but there was a reason for it. If you 

recall, in November of 1985, what had started out as tax 

simplification which became the tax reform bill in 

Washington -- at that time was in conference committee between 

the House and Senate, and it was inuninent to be acted upon. 

There. was talk about at that time some severe restrictions on 

tax-exempt financing for a variety_ of purposes. We were faced· 

with a high degree of uncertainty as to what was going to ·come 

out of that bill. 

Had that tax reform bill not been in existence or 
inuninent, probably this project would have been financed by a 

number of serial bond issues, which would have been issued as 

we needed the money -- similar to past projects. But because 
we didn't know what was going to happen-- We didn't even know 

in November of 1985 whether tax-exempt bonds would be allowed 

for any purpose. So therefore what we tried to do was do the 

$2 billion- dollars, and become grandfathered into the existing 

law. That's what we accomplished, and through some better 

financing, and inventive bond construction, we were able to 

take the proceeds of the $2 billion bond issue and invest them 

in a parallel debt facility, which pays us a premium 
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differential in basis points between our tax-exempt ~costs. and 

the taxable':-,·selling .price; ;.:.that;: they::~get --by.::-inves·ting 'it;: :···-so 

that: ;we ' v&·;- been:·:earning -lilbhey;; ·on <dilr~r.:inv.e&tinent. • ;proceeds~) l' ;_a;:s; 

th.e.ci p:troj ee1:t: rh-as ~ l;)een'' ~delayed through~: :the '.:permtitting: pta cas S.;: 

That·t s:~the ::word~ ,.~.:~_... -·~.a..:~--.... :_.; ._.__ ~;-:- --;-=- ~.r~.:..:::..:t7 ~o=~L:::;;.~"t== ,-;:;_~j::: , 

ASSEMBLYMAN· LOVEYS: And that is parmi tted? - ... -

MR. SULLIVAN: Under the old law. So long as we have 

a project. You just can't go out and borrow money for the 

purposes of earning arbitrage earnings. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LOVEYS: Even with that, I didn't believe 

that that was permitted. 

MR. TYSON: Yes. 

beginning of 1986. If the 

January, we would not · have 

structure. 

That law was changed in 

transaction ,were delayed 

been able to accomplish 

ASSEMBLYMAN LOVEYS: That's interesting. 

the 

until 

that 

MR. TYSON: That was one of the reasons it was done. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LOVEYS: You're borrowing at· how much and 

· you're inves~ing at· how much right now? 

MR. SULLIVAN: Well, right now we·' re ·borrowing at 

7.2%, and we're earning at least 1oo·basis points. 

MR. TYSON: Over eight and a quarter percent. Under 

the original structure--

ASSEMBLYMAN LOVEYS: Just keep it going. Keep 

delaying the project. (laughter) 

MR. TYSON: Under the original structure there was a 

guarantee by Fannie Mae that the rate that they would pay to 

the Turnpike would be a minimum of 100 basis points -- or 1% -

over whatever the Turnpike rate was. That was a guarantee. 
. . 

MR. SULLIVAN: They got caught for a time frame and--

ASSEMBLYMAN LOVEYS: So how much have you earned? 

MR. SULLIVAN: By 1990 we'll have earned about $120 

million. 

MR. TYSON: 

excess income. 

One hundred twenty million dollars in 
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ASSEMBLYMAN LOVEYS: So then if the project is going 

tro<:-·cost·:.c:mo:r:e :lllOney.,~than!_ previously._·c.planned;;-you'-ve. a'lmost- made 

Up..;-,tha.:_cost ,"c:;SQ::. you:: ~won' t,.,neqessarily- h'ava-cct.O,--gO into::: an-other 
. .. . . 

L.i!L O\l':-1!1. "t.~i~-~ tJe i~H11 t·. r: :Lrig p:-o=:::-:-::::..: .. 

~"=.::.:~ := ,_~MR • ..,.--SULLIVAN: Well, at the rate construction costs 

are inflating, I do:a't know whether 1 can agree with you 100%. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: Let me ask you some of the 

questions we've asked everybody here the Garden State 

Parkway questions -~ with regard to the operations of the 

authorities. One of the concerns that I have with regard to 

the proposed expansions of any of the authorities as far as the 

work of any of the highway authorities is: How does your 

authority network with the State Departme~t of Transportation 

with regard to how your expansion would fit into what they 

consider to be their overall centralized plan for 

transportation in the State, r-ecognizing that they seem to have 

one now? Whether they had one then, we're not sure. But it 

appears to me that obviously this State is moving to a more 

cen~ralized transportation plan. Obviously we're working on it 

here in the Legislature. And the question is -- and one of the 
concerns I have is.:__ with three independent ·authorities doing 

road expansion, all of them at different times, how does that 

dovetail into what the State may think should be its part in 
the plan? 

Secondly, that brings up the question -- Be, I know 

you and I have talked about this, on television in fact -- of 
the Governor's proposal to add the Commissioner of 
Transportation officially as . a member of the Board of 

Commissioners of the authorities? 

MR. SULLIVAN: To take the first part of your question 

first, how we interact: Referring back to what I referred to 

before when the Governor asked Gary Stein to chair a committee 

on transportation coordination in the Route 3 corridor area. 

We worked then very closely with the Port Authority, DOT, New 
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Jersey Transit, The Sports Authority, HMDC, all the different 
agencies ,on•:that:,,region:. ;·When .·we.' ·fi;rs-t,,·anil.ounced·- our·:,Turnpik·e 

expansion..:pr.og.r.am..,·. ·df·.vyou~ recall" -the: Governor::-:-asked;.::-l·,ques.s.l it 
\\ra:s;..j,CC>mmissioner Bodman at that time, to take a look at our 

program, IS.l:!e :i!fLlJrt'?·.rcoul~;--=<be "scaled back'' •oi!:.'-Changed :in':·any 

way-. We worked :vftry. clasely -with ·the DOT going over .every: ·m-ile 

of our program, and also trying to tie in with them the impacts 

on adjacent feeder roads; and worked with also the Northern 

Transportation Coordinating Council on that. As a result, 

Commissioner Gluck and I had a press conference- whereby we 

announced the agreement that had been reached between DOT and 

the New Jersey Turnpike, as to how our ·expansion would mesh 

with their plans, and several. things we wer~,:-doing together. 

For example, we are currently in the planning stage of 

a possible park and ride at Interchange SA. We have been 

working w~th the private sector and DOT with respect to the 
Tower Center buildings that went up in East Brunswick. And 

again, we had to close a park and-ride, transfer it over to the 

East Br~swick. Municipal Park~ng Authority. DOT is building . . . . . . 

the bridge over Lawrence Brook. We I re expanding Interchange . 9 I --

building a new ramp and a new bridge, and we've got public and 

private sector p-articipation in that. 

We are currently working and have under construction, 

a joint effort for the renovation of Interchange 15E. We are 

working with.the DOT relative to Interchange 11, where we'll be 
expanding our toll lane capacity- at that interchange. - At 

Interchange 10 we're working with DOT to redesign some of the 

feeder roads at that interchange, and again, build a park and 

ride facility. 
ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: So your testimony would be that 

there is already a coordination de facto with regard to the DOT 

as far as the Turnpike is concerned? 

MR. SULLIVAN: That's right. To be very honest with 

you, Mr. Chairman, I don't meet with the DOT as frequently as 

the staff does. 
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-ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER:--,"I--appreciate-_that., -. .... ·, ,_-. -': ,_ .. -
-. ·::::::--~ :~::: MR. -:--stmLILVANi.:~::. But·:·>I'-: .. tey to:-:meet-:~±tlr-·them· ··evet:.y-.:.::S.iJE-

• -'· = ·= , ·r·::~-ntiSEMs-LYMAN·..::.SCHUBER: :-;- No, '-·I;;, applteciat~e:, thati., .. .=.~Now:,. the 
ques:twn c.omes·:~::with ,r.egard. ··to t,he· ·-Governor' s·. bil]F .. ;,.;-.~_ ot:• the

Rand bi.ll -=--=- . with regard to the addition of the Commissioner of 
Transportation on the authorities. 

MR. SULLIVAN: Well, I have no objection. As I said 

before, I'm not here to testify in favor of or against any 

particular bill. 
I'd like to point out, however, that I think it might 

be unfair to the Commissioner. To do a good job -- and the 
Turnpike _ Commissioners do -- we receive .(a heavy packet of 
information Friday night -- Saturday morning at the latest --· 
of the weekend preceeding our Tuesday meeting. It takes a full . 
day of preparation, of reading, understanding, and studying 
that material. As a result of getting it ·over the weekend, 
that gives the Commissioners Monday, -if they have questions of 

~he st·aff to get thos~ ~estions answe_red and ironed out be~9re_ 
the· meeting on Tuesday. And then· Tuesday,- the best· case is a 
half a day there. So you're talking a day and a half of time 
just to participate in a meaningful way at that Commission 
meeting. If you take that and multiply it, times three, you're 
at four and a half days of time for an already quite -- I think 
-- oyerburdened Commissioner of Transportation. 

Now the alternative to that, it said, ·is that the 
Commissioner of Transportation won't attend, but will send a 
~epresentative. I already have a representative from DOT who 
comes to every meeting. I have staff people who meet with the 

representatives of DOT everyday, and New Jersey Transit. So 

I'm not sure whether we're just putting a coat of clear varnish 
on something that already exists. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN SCHOBER: Well, I have not taken a 
position,,. necessarily, 'With· regard: -to.·: the r-rbilrl ~,,, ;;--Just :-to 

explore this with you a second-- Isn't there theoretically a 
conflict, 1-'.,po'!enti-al-ly:,c;r::wi.th: the, Commissioner~ s-i.tting !-:on, the: 

s:a.m.Er-::board. that ·-als-o :-gives: moneyL·.:to=:-·the r-Transpcit:"tiation '.:!!'rUSt· 
Fund-? ··-·. ::, .:.~ ~-=~::-::-::::G (:-7 ~t::-: '...:·.::;:..:::~::::~·~~~~-,:;...:_· .-.<: 

MR. SULLIVAN: There's a potential conflict, and great 

legal minds I'm sure ·could litigate it for a long time. The 

answer to th~t really is that if anytime a potential conflict 
would arise at a Commission meeting, certainly it would be the 

counsel of the Authority could raise the possibility that 

there's a conflict, and the Commissioner could recuse him or 

herself. 
:i: 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: The scope of this Committee' s 

rev.iew I think· is really broader than that ;Particular bill. I 

know the Governor has promoted it, but I don't think it really 

goes far enough to do what we would like to qo with regard to 
bringing the authorities on line more responsively. 

Some . questions n~~, agai~, along those same lines as . 
we had asked .the other authorities. Let me. also, · for the-

record; indicate -- and I forgot to welcome -- Frank Holman, 

the Executive Director of the Authority, and welcome him here 

also. I assume the Authority has executive sessions? 
MR. SULLIVAN: Yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: Okay. Who keeps the minutes for 

those sessions? 
/ 

MR. SULLIVAN: Herb, who keeps the minutes from--
Herb Olarsch, our counsel. 
HERBERT I. 0 L A R S C H, ESQ.: (from audience) 

The attorney's office does. 
ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: The attorney's office keeps 

them-..... 

MR. OLARSCH: Yes. 
ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: Are they recorded? 
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MR. OLARSCH: Yes. 
· · ·-- ASSEMBJ:jYMAN ,SCHUBER: Are -tliey·: then· t.ranscribed? ·"·· :_ . __ 

- c.·-·=--- MR.=~OLARSCR:··- Yes:;:.-::.:._.;·.~ · ·.·- --·::-~,:::··,::-, :-;,.=..-.-,-.: ···:..;.:::-· :-_ 

,------ 2..i·:::: ,ASSEMBLYMAN; SCHUBER: lAre '~theyi '~-t;nen,;:appr.ovecb=or.-.~given, 

to,·.t;he--.,commissioners?· ···: ·--~:::-: ·-,-,,._,-,.: .. ~· "-.-. ~,,:, "'~':::.::::::-:-::-:::-c.::-:. __ .:. -~ "··· 

MR. OLARSCH~ They're made part of the formal minutes. 
ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: Of the public meeting? 
MR. OLARSCH: Yes, sir. They're incorporated, and 

they have been for the last 25 years approximately. 
ASSEMBLYMAN·SCHUBER: By incorporated you mean they're 

put on separately or attached or what? 
MR. OLARSCH: They're attached for the public session. 
ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: Okay. And t}ley' re indicated as 

being executive session minutes? 
MR. OLARSCH: Yes, sir. 
ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: And then each Commissioner gets 

one? 
MR. OLARSCH: Yes, sir. 
ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: And then they are there(ore then 

approved in the normal course of--
MR. OLARSCH: Yes, sir. And they also go to the other 

agencies once they are approved. 
ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: Have you been doing that for the 

last several years? 
MR. SULLIVAN: ·Herb has been the Senior Attorney at 

/ehe Turnpike for how many years, Herb? 
MR. OLARSCH: Twenty-three years. 
ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: Would you like a 

Parkway? (laughter) Mr. Loveys thinks that 
conflict of interest. I don't know. 

job at the 
might be a 

Let me ask you some of the other questions that 
certainly-- Again, obviously we're asking you questions that 
have come up as a result of our review of that. The 
Commissioners themselves, obviously, the statute does not allow 
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for compensation. That's correct, _right? We all agree with 
that? 

MR. SULLIVAN: You betcha. 
ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: Okay. Now, can you tell me, are 

any of the Commissioners provided with any other benefits such 
as credit cards, travel or entertainment expenses,· free t.olls 
on the Turnpike, Parkway, or Atlantic City Expressway? 

statute. 
MR. SULLIVAN: We get free tolls, as provided by 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHOBER: On the Turnpike? 
MR. SULLIVAN: On the Turnpike. 
ASSEMBLYMAN SCHOBER: You don't have reciprocal 

privileges on the other authorities? 
MR. SULLIVAN: No. (laughter) 
ASSEMBLYMAN SCHoBER: Okay. 
MR. SULLIVAN: Someone, in their ~ltimate wisdom, 

provided statutorily for the is.suance of Turnpike passes, which. 
relieves the Chairman and the Executive Director of a great 
political burden as to who would otherwise get them. 

. . . . . :. . 
ASSEMBLYMAN ~CHUBER: · Who does get them by statute,: ·I 

assume the Commissioners? 
MR. SULLIVAN: Yes, the. Commissic:mers, and employees, 

and the Governor, former governors, there's a whole-
ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: Okay. 
MR. SULLIVAN: Attorneys--
ASSEMBLYMAN GILL: Along that same line-
ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: Go ahead, Lou. 
ASSEMBLYMAN GILL: How many of those free passes do 

you·have out. Do you ha~e any idea? 

issued? 

MR. SULLIVAN: Twenty-five. 
ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: Twenty-five? 
ASSEMBLYMAN GILL: Total? 
MR. SULLIVAN: Yes. 
ASSEMBLYMAN GILL: And those are the only free passes 
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MR. SULLIVAN: Well, other than the employees' 

passes. Other than to employees. 
ASSEMBLYMAN-.::: GILL::.~ ··Now;,_::~ .when you say employe~s you 

mean all _-the:::':emp1.'oyeesl'i-E!15oll coli~ctot:sr.. etcr~, -,.r.n:o :matte-Jr. .what-~ 
~:r:;,'j;)rdximiq!!inayi-b&E-.t.Q j'IO-rk?u.ec::. wJ. t:n ~n:;z· ct=:.er O~I:B!: it:::: sticl·• 

· ~- · MR. SULLIVAN-:·-·- Herb Olarsch~.-our.;senio&-Attorney,. ~.-.:~-'-~--

MR. OLARSCH: (from audience) ·The- terms of the bond 

resolution and the statute provide for the following 
procedures: All Turnpike employees in actual performance of 

their duties, all Turnpike Commissioners as part of their 

responsibilities to the Authority, all State Police, all police 
forces of the State of New Jersey, and all emergency vehicles 

of the State· of New Jersey, receive free r~venue passes. In 

addition, the bond resolution provides the Authority with 25 
passes for State ·officials of the State of New Jersey who wish 

to utilize the free passag~ of .the Authority. It's a 

combination of statute and the bond resolution. ·The bond 
resolution incorporates th~ statute. That is the procedure. 

ASSEMBLYMAN G~LL: May I continue, Mr. Chairman? 
MR. OLARSCH: The lead term "police ·--forces," Mr. 

Chairman, includes any statutory definitions of. police forces, 

Department of Corrections·, and State personnel, sheriffs' 
offices of the State of New Jersey. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: The 25 free passes -- or the 25 
discretionary passes -- who distributes those? 

MR. SULLIVAN: They're not discretionary. There's 
people provided that you can give them to. The Governor--

MR. OLARSCH: They're provided for State officials, 

the Governor, cabinet members, etc. That's been done for 35 

years. That's in the original bond resolution. It goes back 

to 1951, 1952. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: Do the Commissioners receive 

other types of compensation, other benefits -- let me ask you 
that? 
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MR. SULLIVAN: I believe-the Chairman -- I'm not sure 
of the. other~.-eonmissioner.SL·~·--l-. believe the Chairman, if he or 
she wishes;:>:-:.,can-~~-llave':"'a.L gaso·line -credi1:;;.ca:r:dy o~,-,-<~fl~,_:Americ·an· 
Express: .• type_! c,redi t"-ea:rd. h~- It have' never'"" taken one; ... ~:l:t:-:-_used.-i.:to: 

be,·.:.~--?.:.gaincj-~ .back .:.to ::.the :..:days when Governor Driscoll was 
Chairman of the Turnpike --- they provided a ~a~-- for the 
Chairman of the Turnpike, and a driver if he wished. When I 
became Chairman in 1982, I took over the vehicle that was being 
used by then Chairman.Frank Fitzpatrick. Again, in 1985, with 
the tax reform legislation, they changed the law of 
compensation regarding non owned vehicles for personal use, and 
said it was taxable under the IRS code if used beyond a de 
minimis number of miles. At that time I turned the car back in 

. '; 

to the Turnpike and bought my own car. 
ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: What other benefits of any type 

do the Commissioners have? 
MR. SULLIVAN: The Commissioners are entitled to a 

free phys-ical -- not the Commissioners. The Commissioners get 
health insurance 1 . which is a secondary -- supplemental -- which 
will cover everything that's not covered. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GILL: Where ·is that physical provided?
MR. SULLIVAN: For the senior staff? Lahey Clinic. 
ASSEMBLYMAN GILL: Which is? 
MR. SULLIVAN: In Boston. 
ASSEMBLYMAN GILL: In Boston. How often is that given? 
MR. SULLIVAN: Once a year to senior staff. 
ASSEMBLYMAN GILL: Where do the other employees get 

their physicals? 
MR. SULLIVAN.: I think the other employees -- right in 

the admin. building, the medical part. 
ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: Let. me stay with the health 

compensation for a second, because this has certainly been in 
the papers in the last several weeks. As I understand it, the 
Commissioners have secondary coverage for health benefits. Is 
that correct? 
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MR. SULLIVAN: I guess you'd call it supplemental. 
,,ASSEMBLYMAN ': SCHUBER:..t .<=·-Supplemental:,_; .c.::,,:;okay. I 

understand,.' from. what-: v.ve_~,re-ad.::in d:.h& 'paper/; t-hat -:.one-.;.0£ :the~ 

Commis-sion-eo; had~ utili:zed it for,:·primatty .ti-i.!'..~':l (Hli'"·. i.... \'-::·::"l \._:..; 

::MR;:·.SULI,IVAN :--: He doesn--:! t have:-: a~·a:ther:, yes.-· ... ~-.:. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: Okay·. But obviously the statute 

does not provide for that, or that is not in accordance with 

the policy of the Authority. Is that correct? 

MR. SULLIVAN:. The policy-- In 1982, the Turnpike 

Authority decided to go private with its health insurance, 

self-insured. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: Right. 

MR. SULLIVAN: At that time, the health coverage --·-
since it was a private,- internal plan -- was extended to the 

Commissioners. At that time we had a Commissioner -- since 

deceased-- who was rather elderly and I don't think he had any 

other health insurance, and I recall that he was very 

_interested_ in providing this. And since he at that time was 

si-tting_ on some other boards of directors -- around the S_tate 

of companies in the private sector-- so that it's_not uncorrimon 

for boards of directors to receive health insurance in the same 

way that they receive public director's liability insurance. 

So that's when it was put in. I believe it was the summer of 
'82. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: Well it's my indication, from 
what I've read, that in this particular case this individual 

was utilizing it because he had no other coverage, I assume; 

but that that was in violation of either the Turnpike's 

ostensible policy on this area, or could be considered almost 

to be a benefit that really in the end becomes compensation. 

MR. SULLIVAN: Yeah. I think there's some confusion 

on the part of some of the Commissioners as to how the policy 

not the insurance policy, but the policy of the Turnpike --

was to be implemented. I really ·can't comment on any 
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individual Commissioner other 
existing ; o,rder.;:,cwhich. says.' ,,_,_I.' m 

than myself, because of 
not'}_•-suppcsed• to. ·-:::.:But 

an 
the 

qu.e·stion:-_of whetheJ:r.:.or not ,:the=,~ov.ision of;_-heal th:dnsuranee ... is: 

ccmpen&atiGn-;-; :undet::-c .tha&t'erms r of ·;Ti!t:le-~'27 and the intended of 
Title 27, t-1~P.'V6i_been'.''adviS'.eddth-at ·i:t i·:i:Slll:' trby- auF;·co"Wls:el. 

ASSEMBLYMAN; ..SCHTJBER: c:.: Has yo.ur ._,, counsel· -::issued--- an 

opinion on that?· 

MR. SULLIVAN: ·Dave Samson, who is General Counsel to 

the Turnpike,· is here .. You can ask him. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: Okay. We ' d 1 ike to get a copy 

of that because we have some concern that it does look to us 
like compensation in another form. We have asked OLS to give 
us a legal _opinion with regard to that. Just from what I I ve 

": 

seen in the paper, I see that the Attorney General has 
indieated that ·he would look at it also. You know, I 

appreciate the fact of what may be done there, but the question 

simply· is, is it compensation by some other means? And. it 
might be. We'll have to wait to see what the opinions of the 

experts are ·on it. - _But _I would 1 ike to get for our -records the 
opinion - of your counsel with -regard·- to ·that. The· question 

simply is this then for Frank, I guess you have established a 

policy now for all the Commissioners so they understand where 

their coverage is? 
F R- A N K B. H 0 L M A N: Mr. Chairman, I think that there 
was some confusion initially after the Commissiopers received 

this benefit, as to whether it was primary coverag~ or 
/ 

supplemental coverage. I don't think that was ever made 
clear. At least in my res_earch, it appears to the Personnel 
Department that. it was not made clear. In most all other 
cases, the individual Commissioners who signed up for it 
already had primary coverage, so that that was supplemental 

coverage. In this one case where the individual did not have 

primary coverage, the Personnel Department signed them up for 

the total insurance package. So that I think the major problem 
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was it was not clear. .I am proposing tol'·.theL Chairman,_. that that 

be clarified,:by the• cC€>mmissioners I rand suggest;';wha:t the :• policy 

i_!;'::on: :insw=anee,,_cfrG:'l:e:r:.a-ge:.·.io:c.lCommis.s-ione-rsnt nee 1 r:n H•sn;:-.:;;-;cP ;-~ 

~-. ---..~-,,,,., :.:.::. tJ\SSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER:c;;; Wi.th.creg:ardi to···the:Lannuab: health 

physical that was·.::als:o-.-±n;:_the~~.paper ,. ·let me ask you· th·ts. As I 

understand, that's available. to, what, the senior executives of 

the Authority? 
MR. SULLIVAN: Yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: Is that also available to the 

Commissioners? 

MR. HOLMAN: I don't believe any of the Commissioners 

have ever utilized it though, not to my knowledge. It was a 

purely a policy for the senior executives of the staff. At 

that time, that type is a standard type of corporate physical. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: Well, how many folks qualify for 

that, then? 

MR. HOLMAN: The department heads, appr~ximately 12 

people. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: But then the other employees 

then have an annual physical· which is given on the· premises. 

Is that correct? 

MR. HOLMAN: I'm not sure they have an annual 

physical. They have a physical when they first go to work for 
the Turnpike, and we have a nurse and we have a doctor on 
board. The doctor is a part-time person_. So I do not believe 

they get an annual physical. They get a physiqal when they 

first come on board, and there are facilities available to them 

if they are sick -~ something happens while they are working on 

the Turnpike. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: Let me ask you this, then. I 

understand what may done in corporate America with regard to 

the same thing, but let me ask you this. Are you aware of any 

other department in government that does the same thing with 

regard to these types of physicals for their senior 

executives? I don't know the answer to that. I'm just--
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MR. HOLMAN: The Federal government does, obviously . 
. ~-~.:::.:MR.:: SULLIVAN·: ... Especially. the-.Air-~o:rc.e ,,_:.:::('laughter)' c•-:;c 

:::.:: ::.:::.::MR-~-'''"HOLMANT'.:;.'_:'I'he'-'Federak=_;go.vernment has exactly the 
same type.;~::Of,~<Ipe>1·icCJ1j'....:I :fo,r;t.: :sen£a:tt; .executives;..l:;_;: ll~:-;think:_;".tha 

per-tinent :~estion, -L here~ :is--: .:<--Certainly.-: :since:'.:. weo;ve Been 
self-insured-- Then ·.,it -would be-'- my-.-_- recommendation· to'""'=the 
Commissioners and I've discussed this with the Chairman 
already -- I think that the high paid personnel, is especially 
critical with a self-insurance program where you're paying, 
that preventive. m~dicine becomes more important than -ever 
before, because now you're paying yourself the insurance claim 
out of the proceeds of the Turnpike, since you are 
self-insured. So that, perhaps the most ,.important single 
aspect -- and it should be looked at even further for employees 

is preventive me~icine becomes 
you're paying your own bill. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: But 

absolutely critical 

shouldn't that 
therefore expand onto the employees themselves? 

MR. liOLMAN: Absolutely. 

when 

then 

ASSEMBLYMAN ·scHUBER: I mean, what's done for senior· 
executives, it would seem to me should be done for the 
employees also. 

MR. HOLMAN: I am looking at that, very much so. 
That's critical in the self-insurance program. 

ASSEMBLYMAN. SCHUBER: Two questions that come off of 
this issue, then. What does the annual physical for the 12 

senior executives cost? 
MR. HOLMAN: Well, from what I've seen of- the expense 

so far, it's relatively a very reasonable physical. The 
average is about $500. Now I personally take the Duke physical 
every year, and that physical costs me $2500. So I would say 
the physical rate is very reasonable. It would be competitive 
anywhere, even as far as downtown Newark or Camden, or anywhere 
else where there's a major medical facility. The problem is 
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transportation involved to the Lahey Clinic. It would be the 
only difference"as -f-ar aa-~e-~c-dsts :are;:'concezrned. ~- L~_:,~;:;~;:;; 

ASSEMBLYMAN. GILL·:·::- Wha.·:pays that:-tr.anspo.r~t.ation:?' -~.:::'" r"!"''-? 

~: ''"":'"-~~ t:~ . .:-liO~L.;yThe•_,_Turnpike::; ~'l!hEJJto:ther-; .problem.; would rb& 

that. :this- stt.art-ed! ~some:.2.0:; years ago·;;:·r· ;contl:inui-ty:·:i"s a-·-phy:sica-:1:;: 
as you· know·,. -is very important.·- -~~~- :rrr:--- ,-,--:,~--~ ;; =:'-<'"' '' · 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHOBER: I appreciate that.-

MR. HO~: And I think my recommendation again to 

the Commissioners -- whether we're older employees who have 

been i~vo~ved for many years taking the physica~ _in th~ same 
place. As you well know, a cardiogram is worthless unless you 

get five years up to that point. This is true of all of the 

health records. So continuity is extremely,/ important in a 

physical. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHOBER: But, Frank, are there no clinics 
in New Jersey that would do the same thing? 

MR. HOLMAN: I 'm not sure that there are, certainly 

there weren't 25 years ago. If you were to do it today, what 
physicals would you use? c_ornell maybe? I'm not sure · that 

they'-re particularly interested in that -type of thing. The 

ones that did it around the United States were Duke, Mayo, and 

Lahey. Those are the ones that are standardly used in the 

business. I don't know of any New Jersey organization that's 
basically in that business. 

MR. SULLIVAN: It's our intention to examine the 
situation. If we could find adequate physical facilities in 
New Jersey, our recommendation is going to be that as people 
come on board and become eligible .for department head 

physicals, that they begin their records in New Jersey. The 

ones who have their records already in existence -- the blood 

workups, the EKGs, and stuff like that at Lahey, I think 

it's--

ASSEMBLYMAN GILL: I think it's a good policy, and I 

think it would help alleviate some of the questions that people 
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have . abaut ..... why .... go ... " out-.of::-state, for, .. _a physical? ___ The 
out-:-of .... st-ate~:.costs: must :·be· substantiaL~ jWLt4n.:.'.:'transporting the 
patients <th&re:.;;_,yr.-.J:....r.:.think: if-!o:you.;:;-:dici:riimplemen:~-, ..... thati·.pcJ.icy in 
New Jersey.,.~.it·.\·wo\l'ld b&.,CJDod. .•. "!::•i-~a. '..:l~-.J G.~l:.-~.;: :.;::..::::::..:::::: ·.::::::!.2.:: ~~ 

.-'-:-:·: :- <rr::::-=MR~ ~SUiiLIVAN-F ~:And.::.it.! s.-an ovez:night-: stay:, because ,:'the· 
physical is so extensive·;-· '!'hey have to control your blood work 
and that stuff. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: I mean, I have no objection to 
the fact of preventive medicine. Obviously not. Certainly our 
concern was going out-of-state for that, when I think there may 
be facilities in New Jersey. For instance, I know that judges 
in the State, before final confirmation have to go t}?.rough a 
very exhaustive physical, which is given here,· in the State of . ~ 

New Jersey by the School of Medicine in Newark. That is a well 
received facility, and it ·would seem to me I think it's 
something that should be looked at as far as that goes. 

MR. SULLIVAN: Yeah. I'm on the Board at Robert Wood 
Johnson too. We're developing--

HR. H;O~: We are reviewing that. 
ASSEMBLYMAN.SCHUBER: Absent what we just talked about 

then, are there any other means of benefits that are provided 
to any of the Commissioners, or senior executives, let's put it 
that way. 

MR. SULLIVAN: Well, senior executives have-
ASSEMBLYMAN SCHOBER:· Well, they have salary. And we 

appreciate that. 
MR. SULLIVAN: Salary, and they have credit cards and 

the like. The print media has rathe~ exhaustively gone through 
our expense records over the last number of weeks. I presume, 
having seen nothing in the papers, that they didn't find 
anything to complain about. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: Then your 
that, as far as the Commissioners go, 
benefits than what you've testified to. 
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MR. SULLIVAN: By statute, the Commissioners are 
entitled to transportation or 'transportation• ~costs· to' and.,from 
meetings. :.::-_-~-~ .:: :.:.~.:..::.::: _ --··· :,:,·:.,~:-:::E.:.:.'.: '-:-~:.t: ·,:::-_·-,::-.- __ _ 

t::~-:-_.- ,_: ,_-' :-,cASSBMBlrYMAN. iSCHUBER: How about a scholarship fund? 
Now I know~·_that.:...waS:'2a: bone' o·f contention::With ;:bheJ- ,Parkway;.'=' and
! saw just -a ... little-7 bit-,-of ,that ,,talked.:about with the 
Turnpike. But it seemed to be much smaller program. 

MR. SULLIVAN: We have a scholarship fund named after 
Harry Laderman, who was. the first Turnpike employee who was 
killed in the line of duty. We award that scholarship each 
year to the child of an employee, based upon merit. In 
addition to that, Turnpike employees -- not Commissioners, but 
Turnpike employees -- who seek additional education have their 
tuition reimbursed. 

MR. HOLMAN: After successfully completing the course. 
MR. SULLIVAN: Yes. 
ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: Yes, and the grades. 
MR. SULLIVAN: Which we encourage and I think it's a 

terrific _progr_am. We have people that move up through the 
rariks. They're hard working. They go to night school. And.if 
they want to improve themselves we're certainly there to help · 
them. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: Now, just a couple budgetary -
if I might. The Authority statement for expenses from '82 to 
'86 has shown a payout of between $300,000 to $500,000 annually 
for professional fees, and the '87 statement that I saw shows a 
payout of $240,000 for professional fees. Could you please 
identify what those might be for the Committee? (witness looks 
through annual report) I was indicating to you that your 
professional fees were down $60,000 from the year before. 

MR. SULLIVAN: I think it's going to be-- (Mr. 
Sullivan speaks to member of his staff in audience) It's 
General Consultant, General Counsel, accountants and auditors, 
and the Turnpike physician. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN SCHOBER: Do -you have a breakdown of 
those? _ Do they' break-down: in -there-?-:~-:---_-,,-; · . ·:1 ~ c>~:~_:..: .. :: :-::: -t .- ·-· -·-

.. ~---~-':..:..:~::.:::.MR. SULLIVAN: I have them for '86. For '87--

AS.SEMBL~ SCHOBER: >Well _,,_~rl-86 :-would.-~·! qiv:e:.:;us-·.::·a.tt 

example~.n·:::;"'It; was a-' little.·· mon:a in:~:a&:than-i+:;_ -:-~L : ·-. .: ;.~ .-:; '·';:'..-.~. ..:.:-:.-.2. 

---:_--- -MR. ·sULLIVAN:· -In '86 ·was i -·General Consultant -- round 

numbers -- $40 I 000; General Counsel I $85,000; accountants and 

auditors, $123,000; Turnpike physician, $53,000. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHOBER: The General Consultant, what is 

that? 

MR. SULLIVAN: Under the terms of the bond covenants, 

we have a general engineering consultant who we pay, but who 

kind of looks over our shoulder on b·ehalf of ,the trustee and •, . 
bondholders. When we, for example,· approve a contract or a 

bid, or accept a contract as completed, we have to have the 

signature of the General Consultant. It's the private sector 

watchdog. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHOBER: Now, your statement of· your 

expenses for. the last five years has . also shown a payout of 
between $17 .. million and· $29 million annually for other · 

charges. In · 1987 these charges came to $25.9 million on the 

annual report. I was wondering if you could identify what 

those other charges might be? 

MR. SULLIVAN: John is our--

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHOBER: You better stay here. 

MR. SULLIVAN: Let me ask our Comptroller. 
ASSEMBLYMAN SCHOBER: Why don't we identify-
MR. SULLIVAN: Mr. John Carroll, C-A-R-R-0-L-L. 

J 0 H. N C A R R 0 L L: They are recurring charges. Well, 

the road is now 37 years old. Going back to 1954, '55, we had 

none· of these charges. But they are extraordinary maintenance 

bridge deck repairs, anything of that nature that's not covered 

in the operating end of the budget. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: And for 1987, do you know what 

they might have been? 
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MR. CARROLL: See what- the problem is with that 

figure, i-s that •itt'··sl: all·:the extraordinary charges going back; 

some of ;-.-;t.henL,mayoEf: three.- ,_.o:f: "-four;~~ yeaJ:s. E::::We :? appropriate 

somewhere :·-.:.around--,;$"16 :m~'ll-i6n to.·-::::.17 mi~lli'Onl ~a year..:., ou-t Gf· 

revenues. -This--.25 .. ~~:mi.llion:-dil:•.l987,: :and 24.5 million in '86 

would encompass projects--dating back to .. '82. and '83 •'· The money 

is in the till, so to say. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: Is that data available? 

MR. SULLIVAN: Yeah. Mr. Chairman, what I might do-

We provided you with the budget numbers. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: Right. 

MR. SULLIVAN: And if you look on the left-hand side, 

they're identified with numbers and dashes, F,or example -- I 

don't know what you page you have first -- but you have bridge 

deck repairs 1-85. The 85 refers to the year in which the 

project was started. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: Okay. 

MR. SULLIVAN: As you flip through, you can see, for 

example, there's a lot of '86. projects still _ongoing. What we 

have to -do-- We have to keep our funds segregated in 

accordance with the bond resolutions, so that they'd have to 

draw funds -- force projects ~- from the proper fund sources. 

So we have whichever is leftovers. You just can't do all the 
work in one year. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: Okay o I assume that each year 

you annually -- the Commissioners -- adopt a budget o Is that 

correct? 

MR. SULLIVAN: Absolutely. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: When is that done during the 

course of the year? 

MR. SULLIVAN: We've got the preliminary budget in 

November, and the final budget in January. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: Does the Turnpike appear before 

the Appr.opriations Committee ·at all? 
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MR. SULLIVAN: No. 
ASSEMBLYMAN~ SCHUBER:: ,_To,- your= Jcno~ledge:,<~ do'· any-· of· :the 

-t- •• ·- ~~ -
~ ~~ ,_ .... _, r ~~-.:_ .. J~ ·; .. -- .. ~ . .:...~ .. 

r-;-:·~!'!·..:e:s ASSEMBLYMAN:; SCHOBER: i e:I ; assume.~;:.i then~ the( l budgetl ':i'S: 

adopt-ed at: a-:.pUbl·ic· :session? '·, -, :_..·=• "'-- ~ .:. · n-c. dl:~l- :;.l _ ···· -· ~:-:7".;.-..; 

MR. HOLMAN: Oh, yes . 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: Is that advertised? 
MR. HOLMAN: Yes . 

MR. SULLIVAN: Oh sure, with press coverage. 
ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER:· Commissioner-- Oh, 

Commissioner, not you. (laughter) Assemblyman--

ASSEMBLYMAN LOVEYS: At least wait unti 1 after the 
hearings. (laughter) 

ASSEMBLYMAN ScHuBER: 
questions. 

": 

Assemblyman Loveys has· some 

ASSEMBLYMAN LOVEYS: I have a few questions. Has the 
recent unfortunate experience. of the New Jersey Highway 

Authority aff_ecte<i th~ way that maybe the Turnpike Authority is 
conducting its general course of business these days? 

MR·. SULLIVAN: Well; it hasn't changed anything. 

We've perhaps-- We've had, I guess, the fortunate experience 
of having gone first in the expansion business. And as I said, 

from having the experience in 1973 with Gove~nor Byrne, and I 

was counseled by senior staff who had been through- that 

experience, and through our investment banking counselors, the 
/ . 

best policy is to get it out in the public debate. Let's find 
out where we stand. And if you recall, what we went through 
with the widening program when it started. I personally 
conducted many public discussions they weren't really 
hearings -- with East Brunswick, we had 600 or 700 people 

there, with Milltown, I've been to people's homes, spoken at 

chambers of commerce and Rotaries, to try to explain what weJre 

doing and to try to listen. 
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We had held last August- an environmental seminar at 

the Hackensack~: M"e~ad.Owlands • Development Goitlltriiss'ion Envi:ronment.aT 

Center; "':-where ·we invited in the environmentalists, who are 

tradi tional'ly '"'~~iewed"; · as"·:· the opponents of road construction 

widening. ~::..:Wa~~inv-ited -~-tli.em~_:in becausa~ we fe1-tj then, ;and" still; 

feel today, that _if. you' :se going to do large projects -- in the 

private sector or public -- you have to come to grips with 

improving the environment. If you don't, you meet with these 

people in court sooner or. later. So our policy is, bring them 

in, "Let's hear your suggestions. Help us improve." 

We've completely revised the plan for Interchange 

lSWa, where we were originally going to put a new interchange 

on top of the Sisselman Track, there by Berry',_s Creek. We've 

now moved that interchange a bit to the south. We're planning 

to build the interchange on top of the Avon Landfill. We will 

environmentally close that ·landfill. We will. take the leachate 

out -- which is millions and millions of gallons a year of 

stuff going into north Berry. We' 11 pipe it into a sewage 

treatment facility, . we'll compact it, we'll put nonpermeable 
w·alls, we'll put a·lid on it, we'll vent. the methane, c·lose the 

landfill, move the interchange. We're still going to buy the 

Sisselman Track, but we're going to take the Sisselman Track 

and create an environmental park where we wi 11 enhance the 
environment. It will fit in with the park system up there. It 

will provide a better habitat for birds and· other nesting 
animals and wildlife. / 

/ 

We found that to be as public as you can, is the best 
policy. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LOVEYS: You've answered some of the other 

questions that I had. I assume, when you indicated about the 

landfill etc., that this was part of the statement you made on 

page 12, as part of your widening and improvement program, you 

would be conducting the largest environmental cleanup. 

MR. 'SULLIVAN: Correct. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN LOVEYS: This is your reference to· that 

. r .... ~ ··- -· 

._ ._ ... ". .. MR:..:~sULI:iiV~:···· Yes. ~:- ·::;":'- .,..~ ~ .. ~ , ,,.,,,,·~~ ._ J~ ·:• ; L ,:.;·t ~-~ . 

.... ,. .. ~ 'r~ -:- :t c,_ASSEMBLYMAN:l :LOVEYS:: ._.. ,::n-·Andl1-::::: a ls·o ::. ·_the ,_-:.Hackensack 

Meadowlands .Development _commission-~ did:-, have some concerns~-·"·-~-' : 
MR. SULLIVAN: Yes,. they did:,: ·-- _ -. ·-- ·. ---'7:-~ 

ASSEMBLYMAN LOVEYS: --about their housing and their 

future commercial usage there. You have--

MR. SULLIVAN: We.'ve worked with them 

ASSEMBLYMAN LOVEYS: You have worked with them? 

MR. SULLIVAN: Yes, we worked with them. As a matter 

of fact, they testified in favor of the project before Army 

Corps. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LOVEYS: Talking about the widening 

project just for a moment-- Initially, I believe, in Elizabeth 

there was some 95 or 96 houses to be taken and a couple of 

churches, and 

very close to 

plan arid your 

other issues? 

the road in the Brunswick area is going to be 

a residential area. Now with your modification 

ideas, how does that affect and relate to those . - . . . . . 

MR. SULLIVAN: Well, specifically -in Elizabeth -- and 

anyone who's been on the Turnpike in that area knows how close 

those homes are to the Turnpike. Incidentally, when the 

Turnpike was bui 1 t through there, most of those people wanted 

to stay. What we did was rearrange and reconfigure the 

additional lanes we're going to add to that. So that we'll be 
adding those lanes to the existing structure -- which is a / 

br.idge, it's elevated through Elizabeth.-- and we will not be 

taking any properties, displacing any homes or businesses, in 

Elizabeth. 
ASSEMBLYMAN LOVEYS: None at all? 

MR. SULLIVAN: None at all. We're very proud of it, 

and proud of the fact that Mayor Dunn came out and acclaimed us 

as good citizens. That's not always easy to do with Mayor Dunn. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN LOVEYS: How about in East Brunswick? 

MR. SULLIVAN: In East Brunswick, we came to a meeting 

of the minds with the East Brunswick Ad Hoc~committee. What we 

have done is where the Turnpike widening and expansion is going 

to come within 75 feet of the people's homes, we have offered 

voluntarily to buy those homes at a fair · market appraisal 

value, at the homeowner's option. We're not forcing it. It's 

not a taking. Some of the homeowners have elected to exercise 

that option, and we have bought the homes, and will be 

reselling. them. If there Is a loss of valuation as a result' 

we're absorbing that lost valuation. 

In addition, we'll be putting up sound barriers. 

Where the Turnpike is coming closer to a residence, we're going 

to put up a sound barrier guaranteeing that the decibel level 

will be below 67 DBA. And also we've just recently reached 

further agreement with the citizens of East Brunswic~, which 

will also apply to Milltown, that where the sound barriers are 

erected we will go into a landscaping program, so that someone 

looking .out their back window just won't simply. see what looks 

like a cardboard wall. They'll be various trees planted, 

shrubs, climbing vines, and what· have you. That program was 

put together for us by the Cook College Agricu1 ture School at 

Rutgers. It was done independently. We agreed that to use 
independent consultants would be the best. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LOVEYS: When you originally estimated 

your cost, I believe it was somewhere in the area -- £or the 
/ 

widening -- 1. 5 billion, then it went to 1. 7 billion, and now 

it's 2.1 billion. Does the $2.1 billion reflect the modified 

plan? 

MR. SULLIVAN: Yes, that's the latest number. And 

what it reflects is inflation in construction costs over the 

last three years, and also, additional costs for environmental 

cleanup. We're estimating that the environmental cleanup will 

probably cost us around $200 million. We're going to be 

impacting and cleaning up, at least to a partial extent--
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ASSEMBLYMAN LOVEYS: Is this figure a lot higher than 
the original thought? 

MR. SULLIVAN: Well, I think the original number was 
around 1.8. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LOVEYS: Okay. And what we alluded to a 
little earlier-- · 

MR. SULLIVAN: In the environmental cleanup there are 
32 sites -- industrial, private sector sites -- that we've 
identified as potentially being hazardous or toxic contaminants 
in the ground there. We don't know yet, because we're going to 
have to do the drillings and soil borings to find out. But we 
do know that there are 32 potential sites that have to be 
cleaned up. In addition to that· we've got 11 landfills· that . 
we'll be touching, pl~s we have the environmental park. We do 
have--

ASSEMBLYMAN LOVEYS: You have friends in the DEP, Mr. 
Sullivan? 

MR. SULLIVAN: Yes. 
ASSEMBLYMAN LOVEYS: 

·<laughter) 
You're .going to need them. 

MR. SULLIVAN: The Army Corps of Engineers, too. It's 
a complicated program, but I think that we're in the right 
direction. I think we're setting a standard not only for the 
State but for the nation, where you can take something that's a 
needed project -- and certainly if you listen to the testimony 
of everybody who's involved with industry and commerce and the 
labor unions, especially the people who don't have single j.ob 
site, construction workers that have job sites that change 
every week or month, they absolutely have to be able to get to 
work. We're taking valuable time away from these people, and 
presenting them with a dangerous experience every morning· and 
every night. If you say this project has to be done, then say, 
"Let's do it in such a way that the environment is better off 
for it having been done." And the environment will be better 
off. 
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I know that yo~ read in the pape.r., that we.' re. going_ to. 

be.. .. impacting wetlands, 180 aares of wetlands. The fact of the 
matter is,·-·,1tha1fT;fne:.:J:.SO ao·z::es of, wetlands~is ~nat_, one big piecef: 

Etrs~r.ittl~, disconnected parcels, which are primarily drainage 

ditches for.::,=the:..::.Turnpike-.. _-And:· in- return for- that· we .. re_' going 

to be creating- over 300 acres of first grade, first class, 

environmental park. The State is going to be better off for it. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LOVEYS: I asked earlier, as far as the 

financing is concerned, about your 2.1 billion figure. When 

you originally started with the '85 issue, I think you had 

approximately $1.8 billion to spend on that project. Even with 

the arbitrage, there is a shortfall, ·probably 1. 5 billion or 

1.6 billion now in your present program? 

MR. _SULLIVAN: No. Maybe 100 million. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LOVEYS: Well, with the original 2 billion 

issue, after cost, did you not have a 1.8 billion available for 

the project? And now that it's jumped to 2.1, and you 

indicated that you probably made 1,8 on arbitrage, you're still 

going -~o have a shortfal_l. _Will you be cutting back your 
program or will you be have another issue? -

MR. SULLIVAN: If there is a shortfall in the end, the 

normal procedure is to issue completion bonds. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LOVEYS: Okay. And it wouldn't matter to 
you whether it be 100 million or 200 million? 

MR. SULLIVAN: Oh sure it would matter. I care about 
the hundreds of millions. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LOVEYS: No, what I'm trying to get as is, 

if you see the program is getting a little out of line, will 

you again modify your present program or will you move forward 

with another issue to complete your original plans? 

MR. SULLIVAN: I would say we would move· forward with 

another issue. I can't see, in view of the traffic numbers -

again, we get them updated yearly. Again, this year in '88, 

we're blowing the lights out· in terms of. the traffic. I don't 
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know where it's all coming from or going. If the economy 

continues- to move along, I can't see where we can d_rop lanes. 
_·And·-~ I:-·:ce1;tainly would not recommend under any circumstances a 

. - ..:.~eduction·:1in the environmental mitigation plans. 
,,,,-~' ;_:-e ·.J~:.!ASSEMBLYMAN LOVEYS: You've talked ··about the 

environmental problems, that yo"U will be probably proceeding in 

eliminating these problems. I understand too that in the draft 

of the environmental impact statement that you ·had, there were 

some deficiencies as to the project itself and how they would 

affect adjacent ·roadbeds and roadways. Now, in your final 

statement, have you finalized your plans, and what effect will 

·it have on adjacent roadways? 

MR. SULLIVAN: Right. The reason we .do the draft 

environmental impact statement is precisely what you pointed 

out, to get that out in· the- public,· get people to look at it 

and study it. And if there's a deficiency, let us know so we 

can go back and correct it. We hired independent traffic 

engineers, have worked closely with the · Federal and State 

Department of highways and county roads,_ to determine the 

impact on feeder roads. That 1 s the issue as to: Make the 

Turnpike bigger, what happens to Route 17 in Bergen County? We 

expanded the scope of that report, worked closely with DOT, 

Those figures are all in the final environmental impact 

statement. And I might add that the no build scenario -- as to 

what happens if the Turnpike doesn't expand -- is disastrous in 

terms of traffic congestion on those feeder roads. 
We. all know, I'm sure we've all been at one time or 

another diverted from going home by a fire truck or a road 

under repair, and you change your normal route. That's called 

a diversion. We are finding already with the Turnpike, when we 

get peak hours of congestion, truckers and motorists divert, 

get off the Turnpike, and take another route. 
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The diversions will be massive. Diversions in 
themselves -:-are -·bad,.-__ but. what_: ,we' re:""""'alsa: ;do.i.ng: ·-by r> tryinq:- :·to 

provide·-,·-& · :E;re-e ··flow ~of ~:traff±c:,::.-:,is;-:' a:. -tr..emeadouS:: comp1iment:-to 

cleaning-~.!. up t.:the:::~-'a:i:r:::::=-qua•]ityt"']=-Cata]Jt±c..: converters in 

automobi leS-~.work · most efficiently a:t..:.. 5.0:: mph-,-- ~5- .-:mph.-.- -=-When you

start to slow a vehicle down from 50 to 35 to 25, the 

quantities of carbon monoxide -- a deadly poison -- and the 

other hydrogens which are ozone formation elements, increase 

geometrically. ·So that the best thing we can do for air 

quality· -'- and the Federal Department of Environmental 

Protection agrees with us -- is to keep the traffic moving. 

You wouldn't want to be stuck in a nursing home adjacent to a 

roadway, where there's cars and trucks and buses,- pumping those 

noxious fumes, hydrocarbons, and carbon monoxides into the 

air. So we feel that the -state will never meet the clean air 

standards if the Turnpike is jammed up. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LOVEYS: When the Sports Authority first 

came in to being, and the Department of Transportation and the 

Turnpike Authority and the Sports Authority had their meetings 

to finalize what their -needs might be, I guess· in the course of 

the development the Turnpike did build access roads, bridges, 

etc., for that area. 

MR. SULLIVAN: Yes. 
ASSEMBLYMAN LOVEYS: Does the Turnpike receive any 

revenues from the Sports Authority for any reason, and if so, 

why, and how much? 

MR. SULLIVAN: Well, there's a dispute on some of the 
numbers. We've been receiving revenues from the Sports 

Authority for a number of years, and there is a dispute over 

the language of the contract with the Sports Authority. You'll 

remember back when the Sports Authority was built--

ASSEMBLYMAN LOVEYS: You're receiving monies but 

you're still--
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MR. SULLIVAN: We have ·received monies. We're not 
~ecei-ving .-:any· ,.at,.the pr:.esent-.,time ~ ;_-::·we~··v.e: got. a•,! di~pute .. that~ s 

=-=·: ::=--:..:..::·:,; ASS~LYMAN LOVEYSi:~--. tYou:. mean..:...they·'tr:e·, not··· :paying::_ ~their:. 

bi-11:?-...... ;,:_:;-.I-_:_-=-i:! ::.:=-.:..::.::l:.. ::.:':-= :_ .=.:.~ ::- :...~: :.::l.:.L J_;:= ;1-t:. ::a ::.:w;l.i._~ :.!·~-~ -r::.wh. l .. ~h:·:u_ yat-:.. 

MR. SULLIVAN: That's right;.:· .. "' .. · v _ . •::;:::= 

MR. HOLMAN: That's correct. 
ASSEMBLYMAN LOVEYS: What was their bill, and how 

much--
MR. SULLIVAN: It's calculated by .a treadle count. A 

treadle is an underground counter that counts the vehicles, and 
they are supposed to reimburse us· for the number of vehicles 
that use it. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LOVEYS : For the improvements that you've 
made? 

MR. SULLIVAN: That we've made. 
ASSEMBLYMAN LOVEYS: Is there a dollar amount, a 

single dollar amount? What is that? 
MR. SULLIVAN: .About a million dollars. 
ASSEMBLYMAN LOVEYS: About a million dollars? 
MR. SULLIVAN: Left. 
ASSEMBLYMAN.LOVEYS: Oh, left. Left to that. 
MR. CARROLL: No. They owe us a million dollars right 

now since they've stopped paying us a few years ago. 
Originally we put $17 million worth of roads i~ there·, and they 
inadvertently left it out of their prospectus. They couldn't 
pay us. So we sat down and drew up an agreement. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LOVEYS: Were they to pay the full 100% of 
the improvements? 

MR. CARROLL: 
ASSEMBLYMAN 

improvements. 

No. We did the-
LOVEYS: You did the $17 

MR. SULLIVAN: They wer~ to reimburse us. 

million in 

ASSEMBLYMAN LOVEYS: They reimbursed you how much of 
that $17 million? Zip? 
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MR. CARROLL: At the time-- Let's say a few years 
· ·•··· ... went by and we didn't have a prospectus. And they said, "We' 11 

have to sit down and draw up an agreement and pay you." So 
.. , ; !.c.· .:they said, "You know yo:u' re going to do a lot of business in 

16E on the way into the Sports Complex. You're going to give 
us a credit for that." 

ASSEMBLYMAN LOVEYS : 
were successful. 

That's if the baseball stadium 

MR. CARROLL: So they built up a credit there. 
There's traffic going through that. interchange. They deserve a 
cut of it, they said. So the agreement was drawn up. And then 
there was also another ramp that comes down from 17E -- I think 
it is -- and they gave us a quarter and 35 cents for each 
vehicles. They paid us for years, and then suddenly they said, 
"Well we're building up such credit .on this other end, we don't 
think we owe you any more money." 

MR. SULLIVAN: That.' s the. dispute. 
MR. CARROLL: That's the dispute. 
ASSEMaLYMAN LOVEYS: How much money have they paid the 

Turnpike Authority? 
MR. CARROLL: OVer the years I'd say they paid in the 

millions for that ramp fee. 

millions? 
ASSEMBLYMAN LOVEYS: What does that mean to me, in the 

MR. CARROLL: I'd say they paid about-
ASSEMBLYMAN LOVEYS: Annually. 
MR. CARROLL: Let's say we put the roads in the middle 

'70s, they paid us until about 1980, on the basis of maybe 
$250,000 a year. So that's about five or six years at 
$250,000, maybe a ·million and a half. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LOVEYS: They've paid about a million and 
a half, and they stopped paying you about a year ago? 

MR. CARROLL: No, back in 1980, I'd say. 
ASSEMBLYMAN LOVEYS: Oh, so six or seven years ago? 
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MR. CARROLL: And it ' s bui 1 t up now. Just the ramp 
fees: have·built up'to a-mi1lion dollars .. ... --. "..; ·-·.·. :- . ·-·----. 

r:,·_·'tf ~ !:. MR~ HOLMAN:.:"'~ The ... or.iginaL.·.:expenditure·, ~a~ ~omewhere. 

n~ $±.7:"-.~nill"ion· for: ·t}le rampsl;-wh-~ch·has·= neve:c:been recCi>vered.lii 
::-:. . ASSEMBLYMAN. LOVEYS:: _ ~- That' s: what F -was,- trying ·to ·-:get_. 

at. The original agreement, if you were to expend $17 million, 
was the agreement that they were to pay that in full? 

MR. HOLMAN: The inference was there that they would 
pay that back. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LOVEYS: They would pay it back? 
MR. HOLMAN: That's right. 
ASSEMBLYMAN LOVEYS: And they've paid about a mi 11 ion 

of the $17 million, and for the last seven years they haven't 
paid yo~ anything? 

MR. SULLIVAN: Not seven years. 
ASSEMBLYMAN LOVEYS: Well, it's six years. 
ASSEMBLYMAN SCHOBER: Last two years, I guess it was. 
ASSEMBLYMAN LOVEYS: From early '80s, I assume that's 

'81 or '82? · 
MR. HOLMAN·: Whenever the racing proceeds started to 

slip, they stopped paying. More like four years. 
MR. CARROLL: When we raised the tolls in 1980 a dime 

at 16E-- I know this is a little complicated, but it ties into 
Interchange 16E. When we raised the tolls-- See, we said, 
"You're going through our interchange and--" Or they ·said--

MR. SULLIVAN: They wouldn't pay the toll increase. 
MR. CARROLL: Yeah, that's in '80. Then about three 

years later they stopped paying everything, the ramp fee. -:
that's the other ramp that we put in coming down from the north. 
for the people from New York. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LOVEYS: So you're getting enough, is that 
the analogy? 

MR. SULLIVAN: Pardon me? 
ASSEMBLYMAN LOVEYS: They say that you're getting 

enough? 
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MR. SULLIVAN: Yes, they do. 
ASSEMBLYMAN LOVEYS: That's their analogy? 
MR. SULLIVAN: Yes. 
MR. CARROLL: That's- because all the traffic that's 

built up going through our interchange--
MR. SULLIVAN: The contract--
ASSEMBLYMAN LOVEYS: What are you going to do about 

that? 
MR. HOLMAN: We're going to sue them. {laughter) 
MR. SULLIVAN: The contract -- I think General Counsel 

will support me in this-- The contract is less than clear. 
ASSEMBLYMAN LOVEYS: The only reason I ask that, Bo, 

is are there other agencies doing the same thing to the 
": 

Turnpike Authority? 
MR. SULLIVAN: No, the Transportation Trust Fund makes 

sure that we pay them. 
ASSEMBLYMAN LOVEYS: Okay. All right. 
MR. SULLIVAN: The contract that was drawn up between 

the Sports Authority and the Turnpike Authority, is less than 
clear. Let me ask Dave Samson, General- Counsel, to talk about 
that. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LOVEYS: -yes. 
D A V I D S A M S 0 N, ESQ.: Assemblyman, the contract 
was drafted between the two authorities back in the mid '70s, 
and it basically reflected a reimbursement mechanism to 
reimburse the Turnpike Authority for monies which were laid out 
up-front to pay for road improvements from which, not just the 
Sports Authority but primarily the Sports Authority, would 
benefit. It contained an extremely intricate ·arrangement for 
determining how the monies would be paid and calculated -- the 
reimbursement money. It would be a gross understatement to say 
that the agreement is not a model of clarity. And it invites 
some uncertainty, particularly by those who were not present at 
the time the agreement was drafted, to determine what was 
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intended. I've had a number of meetings with the Counsel·for 
the Sports-- Authority.: on;·--thi:s subj;ect .. i.o:It.: is,. a' matter that's in 
dispute and ·.has.~~ot·. been ... resolved yet. 

ASSEMBLYMAN!", SCHUBER: ::-- x-s···the.re ,-any ·ui'-Spute,_as· to;r.the. 
f·a·ct that ·.:there ,..is- :·money ,_:owed?. ·~, ! • ;- .. =u-, ~:-:--·-

MR. SAMSON: Yes. Well the issue is--

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: I mean, that there is an 
obligation to pay money? 

MR. SAMSON: That's the dispute. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: There ' s a dispute as to the 

obligation? 
MR. SAMSON: There's a dispute as to .the obligation 

because that's tied in to how you calculate the reimbursement 
~~ 

money. Let me give you a for instance. John Carroll made 

reference to toll increases. There is this -- and I won't 

attempt to explain to this Conunittee because it's so 
complicated, how the actual monies get calculated for 
reimbursement. One issue is, if · there · are any future toll 

increases· after the. agreement was executed, should those toll
incr.ease~ be included ·in the calculations . for t·he pay bacli? 

The contract is silent about that. 
ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: Well, let me ask you this--

MR. SULLIVAN: Here's what you've got --if I could 

interject for a second. You've got on the one hand a system of 

payments for treadle fees,. and on the other hand a system of 
calculation of credits. And again, depending on how you read 
and interpret the language, the Sports Authority is saying that 
the credits present and projected exceed what is owed for the 
c::ash payments, and indeed wilt make the case that someday we'll 
have to pay them. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: Let me ask you this. Is there 

any dispute as to the fact that it was the intention of the 

parties at the time that the Turnpike should be reimbursed by 

the Sports Authority for these improvements? 
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MR. HOLMAN: Logic should handle that argument. That 

the Turnpike,--. out - of- the- . goodness of their heart, would- give. 

thei11:::$22,dni.lllon~·..£.Ot>.;nothing? /~?,That's the logic of the whole 
thing. ;:~~~-::~·:,~.-~~~~--;:~.-..,,:.; :.~:;;~;;;;\~~: 1 ?7 r-i·;.:..;-·.:....; ;.~•-·J.';" {~ = ·:..::.,,--!~:~ -;--;-: t:~- :.:.:::..: 

f•~:.=. tl:.:::~SSEMBLYMAN:::.SCHUBER:·.--' Well, that's the point. There's 

no dispute as to that being thecmain· issue, correct? 

MR. HOLMAN: Absolutely. 

MR. SULLIVAN: There's a different administration in 

charge, and I really can't conunent on what the heck they're 

doing. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LOVEYS: Well, fine. We can go on for 

hours on this. What are you going to do about it? Are you 

just going to let ,,this continue to fester, or are you going to 

try to resolve the problem? 

MR. SULLIVAN: Upon the advice of counsel, we had put 

the dispute aside pending the resolution of the baseball 

stadium, to further complicate it. 

AssEMBLYMAN scHUBER: we 11 , Ralph, unfortunately 

remembers that. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LOVEYS :. I remember that only too- well. 

MR. SULLIVAN: If ·the Sports Authority goes forward 

with a baseball stadium, we're going to have probably -- if 

it's sited where they originally wanted to site it -- we're 

going to have a similar issue of joint provision of ramps, 

access roads, etc. And I had a gentlemen's agreement with the 

Chairman of the Sports Authority that this issue will 

backburner. When we go forward and write the agreement with 

Sports for the new ramps, we' 11 fold that in and settle the 

whole matter. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LOVEYS: I would suggest -- the fact that 

the bond issue was defeated -- that unless the private sector 

comes into this picture, you're not going to see a baseball 

stadium. And I would also suggest that if you see the private 

sector entering into the area, you're going to be a vital part 
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of it, and it's a brand new ball_ game., What .. I'm really 

suggesting: -is. you;- get together·~,with c-1the :-Authority now and . get· 

this other::..Jnatter :-s.traightened out,,,_ £lear t~~books ana e:lea:r:

the:record for us. 
r,m:;:;-::sAMSON.!: _-,we:, intend-·-to, resolve this matter. -Tt: ·was 

really .. back - burnered because . of . the immediacy and the 

likelihood of the need for additional work and improvements in 

the area. We are certain that there's going to be some sort of 

equitable solution to the dispute. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LOVEYS: I would not want to see that 

intertwined if you will, if the private sector is involved. 

Let's get your. other matter straightened away completely. 

Tomorrow somebody ,.might be in here to build a stadium. Who . 
knows? But I think it's most important that the records be 

brought up-to-da~e and corrected by all. 

MR. SULLIVAN: And the widening project does include 

expansion of Interchange· 16W, and improvement of the existing 

ramps, and_further access. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: Is t~at s.till going to go ·on? 

Is that· still going on? 

MR. SULLIVAN: Pardon me? 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: Is that widening still going to 

go on? 

MR.. SULLIVAN: Sure, as soon as I get the Federal 

permits. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHOBER: Okay. The one question tnat I 
would just indicate is that-- As you know, the Sports 

Authority has indicated to us that their revenue is up. The 

race track did better last year than they expected. So this 

might be time to ask for-- (laughter) You better strike while 

the iron is hot. 

MR. SAMSON: It increases our negotiating leverage. 

MR. HOLMAN: It was up from zero to 10. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN LOVEYS: Let- me ask .you something else. 

· As _you were· indicating the number of automobiles that are 
·:-:::-::traversin.g~j this-=-7 •road every day. Do you have any idea-- First 

of all, how many gasoline stations do you have on the Turnpike? · 

"til.tB ma,cce.r. .MR ... ::..SULLIVAN: Fourteen is it? (asking member of his 

. -- staff} Thirteen .. 
ASSEMBLYMAN LOVEYS: Thirteen. Do you have any idea 

ho~ many gallons of gasoline you sell per day? 

MR. HOLMAN: We know exactly, every day. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LOVEYS: You know, Alan Karcher has got a 
proposal, and I •m very interested; because depending on how 

many gallons of gas we buy, maybe we don • t have to have the 

industry selling us automobile insurance. I don't know if you 
knew that. So, I'm curious, j_ust on the Turnpike alone, how 

many g~llons of gas do you sell a day? 
MR. HOLMAN: They are monumental numbers. I get the 

report every morning. They are so big that I don • t even 

remember it. Does anybody know that's here from the staff? 

ASSEMBLYMAN LOVEYS; Let me ask you another question . . ' . 

you probably can't answer, of the--

MR. SULLIVAN: Why don't we-- Does ·somebody know what 

the revenues are? 

ASSEMBLYMAN LOVEYS: Eo, of the half a million 
automobiles, what would you say, quote, percentage wise are 
out-of-state automobiles on that 500,000 figure? 

MR. SULLIVAN: Eighty-five percent of tne traffic that 
/ . 

travels the New Jersey Turnpike -- autos, buses, trucks -- 85% 
of the traffic has either/or an origin or destination or both 
·from the State of New Jersey. Yes, because in my earlier 

testimony I said that back in the • 40s when it was first 

conceived, New Jersey viewed itself as a corridor state. The 

Legislature and the Executive Branch viewed the Turnpike to be 

a through-state corridor, and if it could help the economy, 

well that would be good too. The fact of the matter is that 
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today, New Jersey is an economic entity of .its own. And I'll 
make a case here. ·or any place,:-- a bet,ter , economic· ·entity= than: 
eit-he-:rr ~6~- neighbors-' to ~the ~ngrth;.:N~w:: Yo.r·k::; :.or_;: ouJ:.-~:neighbor..s. 

to. the_. southi.~!~.:Phi,lade1phia;,; 'We hr-e ~trh~~·-place-·:""ta.'"bg;: r:· 'llhat';:S. ;:why 

the New JerseY-~'TU:tnpike has_ evolved· over th.e:.:..:..year-s .. :-:fr.om :·being 
an-- interstate corridor to becoming the major t:r:ansportation 
backbone of the State of New Jersey. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LOVEYS: Let me ask you a couple more, and 
then--

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: Ralph you weren't going to make 
the Turnpike the savior of auto insurance, were you? (laughter) 

ASSEMBLYMAN LOVEYS: No . I just wanted to get some 
numbers if I could. 

MR. SULLIVAN: The number we have on the gasoline is 
about 15 million gallons per 

ASSEMBLYMAN LOVEYS: 
MR. SULLIVAN: Yeah. 
ASSEMBLYMAN LOVEYS: 

other roads. 

year. 
Fifteen million per year? 
That's what, 1.2--
Then we can equate that with the 

MR.- - SULLIVAN: One point;·_ two million gallons per 
month, 450,000 gallons a day. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LOVEYS : Okay. 
MR. HOLMAN: It's pretty close-- (inaudible) 
ASSEMBLYMAN LOVEYS: Getting back to employees and 

staff. In your report you indicated you have 184 7 employees. 
What is the starting salary for a toll collector? 

MR. HOLMAN: Mr. Forst is here. He can tell you. 
Frank Forst is here. 
FRANK F 0 R S T: (from audience) Nine fifty·an hour. 

MR. SULLIVAN: Nine dollars and fifty cents per hour. 
ASSEMBLYMAN LOVEYS: Would you have the average salary 

of the toll collectors? Is that available? What would be the 
average salary? 

MR. SULLIVAN: The average annual take home pay? 
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ASSEMBLYMAN LOVEYS: Yes.-
;··--'-' , .MR.., SULI.IVAN:- Let me: ask Mz: .. _,Forst,:ccwho__I 'm proud ... is. 

h.ere~:- na:..:..yaU::;.lqlow_ .. that:, Frank?._:::' !:":. :·''-=';,; ,- .-.,-,.:: .:;;::- .-.""'- i .:-:' -i~-'-~i'...i.i......; 

.......... ·.:~:: = ~':...,FORST'::-··"N"o:~=-·b~t i:t:!.s, probabl¥ ?.a.:Eound.L2·1, OOQ•"'a.year .. ~ 
.. MR.•,SULL-IVAN~--- Yes, about. 2.1,000~ :_-~:""' -_-:-~::::::-: ~- ; .. --.\,-,o:r 

ASSEMBLYMAN· LOVEYS: About 27,000. - __ 

MR. SULLIVAN: Yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LOVEYS: And how about your overtime 

figures, do you have any·numbers for us as to--
MR. SULLIVAN: There's· no averages, really, that's a 

meaningful number. We can produce the numbers if you wish. 

overtime is a tricky thing at the Turnpike, because you don't 

want to necessarily bring on a shift if you're only going to 

have to handle a two-hour peak period. It's the same as you do 

in the private sector. You're not going to put on a full 

second shift if you can handle it with an overtime situation. 

The overtime opportunities are big within the union contract on 

the basis of seniority. Some people avail themselves 

continually and reguiarly of oye1;time opportunities. Others 

don '·t. Therefore averages ~:~;e misleading. 
MR-. ·HOLMAN: The other problem is that it's not only 

-- what Bo said -- with trying to schedule the time. When a 

person is sick and doesn't show up, you don't have time to 
start making calls when you've got a lane blockage and you've 

got a line closed. The person that's in that booth that would 

ordinarily be off work, has got to stay there, unless there's a 

volunteer. 
MR. SULLIVAN: Just keep him on. There's nothing 

worse than being the sixteenth in line of a green arrow, and 

somebody changes it to red. It·makes you crazy. (laughter) 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: I meant to talk to you about 

that. 

MR. SULLIVAN: Let me throw out another one 

drives everybody crazy, if I get a chance to explain it. 
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more letters-- People say to me, ~·I was driving to work Monday 

morning' and ··there was a half a mile of cones, a lane was 

closed,. the traffic was backed up for an hour, and there was 
· . .:::nobody. wotking:'..:~;.:: And I check, and I find out, and here's the 

answer: It takes time for concrete to dry. We can't let you 

drive ·on wet concrete. And when concrete is drying it doesn't 

require any labor. I mean you don't have to have a guy out 

there fanning it. (laughter) 

. ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: 

don't know about the Turnpike. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LOVEYS : 

Now the Parkway might, 

(laughter) 

I didn't say that. How 

State Police patrol the Turnpike? 

but I 

many 

MR. SULLIVAN: We have approximately 180, 182 State 
·-: 

Police. We hope to get another 20 this year~ (Mr. Sullivan's 

staff informs him it's 186) 186? 

ASSEMBLYMAN LOVEYS: What is that in cost? What does 

that cost the Turnpike? 

MR. SULLIVAN: (witness looks for figure among his 

papers) We're. supposed to get 20. mo_re _this year. I might add - . 

tha·t we are, I think, leading the world in. drug arrests. Did 

you see the paper? 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: Yes, I saw the article yesterday. 

MR. SULLIVAN: We're doing a very good job. We need 

the extra troopers not only for traffic enforcement-

MR. HOLMAN: Fourteen million. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: Fourteen million dollars. 
MR. SULLIVAN: We need them not only for traffic 

enforcement, but we are doing a tremendous amount of drug 
arrests, and. aid to motorists. We're trying to implement an 

additional program where we may be able to provide civilian aid 

to motorists. We're finding that a high percentage of people 

that are stuck on the Turnpike, are merely out of gas. We're 

trying to develop a system whereby we can put more of our own 

civilian trucks out there, and if 85% of the aid to motorists 
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are for _a gallon .. of gas,, we'll. quick pop them a gallon of gas 

and get,. them moved:· up·cto the. next .·service carea:; ,and t:ry: to-: fr.ee 
th.ei..poliCEr..Upi:f.Orfmore~ .i..H:l~=-~.i '-'.f:::' [.-,;~ Cl.i•. };;~._.;·, .-.:~~'1, -::-..::..:::~:0: ,_,;c ... "' 

........ :..,;,~.: ... ASS~LYMAN"-,LQVEYS-~.:::- ,The-:::±last'"' :qU.es"tion .=-~ii~ have~,~ t:he~ 

last,c:increase in toli's-I-:=think::you sai.d,was.'in ~8.1?_._ ... 

--- MR. SULLIVAN-: 1980 .. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LOVEYS: 1980? And your present 

issue, your debt right n~w is at 2.5? 

. MR. SULLIVAN: · Two point five. 

.-

bond 

ASSEMBLYMAN LOVEYS: And in how many years will that 

be paid up? 

issue--

MR. SULLIVAN: The bonds? 

ASSEMBLYMAN LOVEYS: :· The bond issue. What is the 

MR. SULLIVAN: We're at 32--

MR. TYSON: Two thousand eighteen. 

MR: SULLIVAN: Two thousand eighteen. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LOVEYS: Two thousand eighteen? 

MR. SULLIVAN: For _30 _years. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LOVEYS: Okay: Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: Assemblyman Gill? 

ASSEMBLYMAN GILL: Mr. Loveys took most of my time, 

but there's a few small points left. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: Go ahead, Lou. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GILL: Mr. Sullivan, of the 1847 employees 

you have employed by the Turnpike, how many would be women? 

MR. SULLIVAN: In total how many women? I really 

don't know. 

MR. FORST: (from audience) About 150 or 180. 

MR. SULLIVAN: A hundred fifty, a hundred eighty. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GILL: And-minorities? 

MR. SULLIVAN: Frank? (confers with Mr. Forst) Let 

me explain the policy. The policy of the Turnpike right now, 

and since I came on board, was to give hiring preference to 
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minorities, women, and Vietnam veterans. That's the policy 

that _we've been .fo11owing:. · Through the· normal course of. hiring 

and promotio:g;, 'a· pel!son- hired by the Turnpike starts as a toll 
collector i'-'-!'afi'dP' then Bi'ds<::up for~- a • maintl3nance,--,job. :--. We, have

changed<_·the:=-poThie'y)lon: thS.ti~so ";tha'tsa.the'd;maintenance department 

is directly hir-ing ,on- a minority basis only. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GILL: Would you please restate that, or 

could you say that once again? In the maintenance department 

am I to. understand that all the hirings are minority at this 

point? 

MR. SULLIVAN: If not all, a great majority. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GILL: But you don't know what percentage 

you have on staff at this point;;? 

MR. HOLMAN: It's about 5%. 
ASSEMBLYMAN GILL: About 5% of all employees? 

MR. HOLMAN: Right . 

ASSEMBLYMAN GILL: And how many of those 5% are 

earning over $40,000 today? 

MR. SULLIVAN: I don't.know. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GILL: Do you have anybody in middle 

management or upper management? 

MR. SULLIVAN: Oh you mean as to management? 

ASSEMBLYMAN GILL: Upper management, middle 

management, with minorities? 

MR. SULLIVAN: I 'd have to count them. I don't do 

numerics. I don't believe in doing numerics. 
MR. HOLMAN: By minority you're referring to women 

also? 

ASSEMBLYMAN GILL: 

distinct from minorities. 

I'm talking women separately and. 

MR. SULLIVAN: Minorities, Hispanics, Asian Americans? 

ASSEMBLYMAN GILL: Latins, Asians, and blacks. You 

don·· t have a number as to how many of these minorities you've 

hired since you've come on board, do you, Mr. Sullivan? 
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MR. SULLIVAN: I can get th~ number . 
ASSEMBLYMAN•-SCHUBER:r· Could LY.OU• provide· the-· Committee 

'*'itb ~_the:;,ntimber 'O~'~hat···pilease?~_;-.- "7::-;.-: T;;,- .. _.,;~~ .c:;- ~. • ·- ~~_- ·_: ::::~:_ 

'·" . ._ ;_o::•..: ;_u1MR .;;.uSULI:.lVAN ,, ·•'J'esv; i'"' !Would~':~say· :.th·at~ if:- :there ~s _:.1.5Q: 

mino-rities·: :·currently.:·,wotking .... on':.the-::-J:oad·, , probably --145 -have 
been hi~ed-since I was Chairman. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GILL: That's good to hear. 
MR. SULLIVAN: Without criticizing the former Chairman 

who used. to be here, there used to be kind of a policy that you 
had to be an Irish Catholic from Bayonne .. . 

ASSEMBLYMAN GILL: Mr.' Sullivan, do you have a policy 
on the Turnpike which prohibits posters or billboards at 
present? 

MR. SULLIVAN: We have a policy of opposing the 
erection of billboards adjacent to the roadway. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GILL: Adjacent to the roadway? 
MR. SULLIVAN: .Yes. We don't allow them on the 

roadway. OUr policy is that ·whenever someone applies to a 
municipality for permission to erect a billboard that wi~l be 

. . . 
seen from the Turnpike, our legal department intervenes in that 
zoning application -- whatever type of municipal application 
may be processed -- and our policy is to oppose them. The 
reason we oppose them is that, based upon our own safety 
engineers, the National Safety Council, is that if you are 
operating .a vehicle on a high speed, _through, nonstop roadway, 
that we don't want you to be distracted with a lot of 
misinformation. that's going at your senses. And believe me, 
some of the billboards I've seen in the area of Newark Airport 
advertising vacations in some exotic places in the world, are 
distracting, at least to a middle-aged grandfather like myself. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GILL: I would assume your policy to 
prohibit or intervene will continue in the future? 

MR. SULLIVAN: Yes, sir. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN LOVEYS: Yes. Continue that policy, 
please. Only for aesthetic reasons, I think it's most 
important. 

~E'="''"~- :; J..;;wMR. SULLIVAN: I believe we-- Didn't we win a case?··· 
'·• ': .t!;''-''~:UNIDENTIFIED MEMBER OF AUDIENCE: Yes, sir. The court 
sustained the Authority and the Expressway's position in a 
Philadelphia outdoor case, saying that all site advertising you 
can regulate it specifically to show that it's dangerous to the 
public. We have sustained-- (inaudible) 

MR. SULLIVAN: We have been overruled by the DOT. 
ASSEMBLYMAN GILL: Even if it isn't dangerous, 

aesthetically-- (inaudible) 
ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER:. I know we were talking park and 

ride facilities before in the expansion plans. Is the park and 
ride facility at the Lombardi Center-- Is that completed now? 

MR. SULLIVAN: The expansion? 
ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: ·The expansion of that. 
MR •. SULLIVAN: No, it's still under engineering. 
ASSEMBLYMAN SCHU8ER: Okay. What is_your estimate on 

that, as far as time? 
MR. SULLIVAN: ·Probably a couple of years. Right now 

interestingly enough, Mr. Chairman, we're seeing a decrease in 
the usage of that. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: The existing facility? 
MR. HOLMAN: At all of our park and rides. 
MR. SULLIVAN: We put up a new system. We work with 

New Jersey Transit closely on that. 
ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: Right. 
MR. SULLIVAN: We started to see a drop-off, and New 

Jersey said, "Well you know it may be that a lot of people have 
the perception that it's full." If you think it's full don't 
go in there, because you're going to have to just drive around 
and come out again, and you don't get to park anyhow.. So we 
just spent some money and put up some new signing, so that 
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people approaching it noticed - on the road, "Space is 
available... _That 1 s what we . have up- everyday.--·- Usage sti<rl 

seems-"- to::_ .be going down. Now, we I've got New Jersey Transit 

cross checkinq.=.:..to.,. s·ee if :.::.some. ;-of.;f-::-the :::us·ers who··~t:tsed ,. tc>:Use 

Vince Lombard·:f~::Jnay rtow·oe-'using thEf Spo-rts Authority. ·=-~:~ =:.:~~ '-
ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: Okay. --

MR. SULLIVAN: In my opinion, the one great thing 

we 1 ve got going for us in the future is to get to fully utilize. 

that Sports Authority parking f ac i 1 i ty. We I ve worked. out a 

procedure with DOT and Transit where welre going to run contra 

lane buses on 3, and welre all working together to change the 

configuration of the Route 495 helix, our Interchange 16E. If 
we can get the westerly widened and get that new interchange, 

so we can get people to come up the westerly and park at the 

Sportsplex, put them on contra buses, I think we 1 re going. to 

make· some tremendous progress on trans Hudson crossings. 
ASSEMBLYMAN · SCHUBER: Has the Sports Authority 

cooperated with you on that? 

MR. SUL~IVAN: Absolutely ... · 
ASSEMBLYMAN GILL: No. They will be paying the Sports 

Authority I can-- (laughter) 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: I can see that. Does the Sports 
Authority utilize the park and ride at all at this time? 

MR. SULLIVAN: Yes. 
ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: _ There I s a f ac i 1 i ty-- · 

MR. SULLIVAN: Yes. It I s there and the buses are 
there in the morning. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: Frank, what Is the down on the 

utilization of park and ride at this point? 

MR. HOLMAN: It 1 S down-- Mr. Burke reported to me it 

was down like 38% at the various locations. It seems to 

dovetail with New Jersey Transit 1 S problems too. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: Right. 
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~. HOLMAN; It's down all over. I think that it's a 
maj-or,, ·problem., of people basically don't .want _to ride·. buses. 

Tha.t:s -:a c::las·siC.:·.prG:blem that Cal-ifornJ,a_ has, had~.:...:.:: .Everybody 
. has;,,the.:s.artu:L.problem;:: r:~hink:· it"-s ;s-ometh-ing that ;you~ have ut&. 

address.· frem-a broader base.. as .- t.o how·,_: important.: and essential 

this is in the Transportation system, otherwise it's going to 

totally cripple the State. People basically don't want to do 

that. They want to ride in their own car. That's the simple 

answer. Unless you can figure out some way to encourage it and 

get them out of their cars and into buses, you've got a problem. 

MR. SULLIVAN: Trans Hudson, we're finding that so 

many firms in New York re~lly do everything to encourage people 

to use their cars. They reimburse them for tolls. They either 

reimburse them or give them free parking. And the way that 

cars are being made· these days, it's not like in the old days 

-- at least when I was a kid -- in the wintertime you froze and 

in the summer you roaste~. Today you're in an air conditioned 

climate controlled comfort. You can listen to all the 

financial news on the radio; plug in a tape and learn Spanish, . 

or Italian, or. some language while you Ire sitting -there. And 

if you ever go through, there's people reading books, woman 

putting on make-up, I mean, there's all kinds of crazy things. 

(laughter) Ever get to one of the stop and goes and you're 

next to a woman putting lipstick on? It's crazy. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: I just have a couple 

questions, Bo. You've installed a new data processing 
which you call Ethernet. Is that completed now? 

installation, is that completed? 

more 

system 
That 

MR. SULLIVAN: The hardware is in. We're still 

working on the software and training. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHOBER: We're quite sensitive to these 

types of things here, you know, in the Legislature, with regard 

to these types of systems, ever since the Motor Vehicle 

agencies experimented with these types of things. 
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MR. SULLIVAN: This one does not have-- There is no 

; photo, ID:· involved. (laughter) 
,c.·;-:-~ f:-:-•• -.-='~·:··t:-~.:~SEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: Okay. Prior to that you had a 

r-:-:;t: :__:UniV.ace,system, is that correct? 
1:--: illld e~~.o-rJ:t:i ;:MR. SULLIVAN: Yes. 

- ,_ .. '"" '-,.:-::-- ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: And that's dismantled now? 

MR. SULLIVAN: The Univac is out. We're now using the 

Digital Equipment, which we buy under State contract. 
ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: Okay. What happened to the 

Univac system? 
UNIDENTIFIED MEMBER OF AUDIENCE: We gave it to 

Stevens Institute. 
MR. SULLIVAN: Oh,-yeah. , ~ 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: For the museum? (laughter) 

MR·. · SULLIVAN: The computer does a lot of things for 

us, and I have to say that I have . high compliments fo_r the 

people that run, the computer system at the Turnpike. In the 
last numb_er of years you may have noticed we've gone from punch 

cards to magnet~cally striped cards. 
ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: Right. 

MR. SULLIVAN: Obviously we can do the data more 
- -

accurately and better with that. With the new system we have 

now, we can get hourly updates as to what's going on at a 
interchange or all the interchanges, so that the data is cross 
checked more quickly, which puts us in a position of helping 
our toll collectors balance out at the end of a shift with 
their money. We're putting on now a system whereby we'll have 
a centralized computer system for our Parks Department, because 
we've got at various locations our own service buildings, so · 

our maintenance department will be plugged into the computer, 

we've got traffic control on it. They've done a good job. One 

of the reasons obviously-- As I testified the productivity 

gains -- man-hour product~ vi ty gains that we've made over the 

years· -- are partly due to the capital investment and the 
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expertise the Turnpike has .plugged_ in, in terms of using the 
best' sc•ie:htific,·means,<plusr the cooperation and excellence of 
our. employee:s;vj'}L'(~1;:;~r: :~Cfttji.Tbl-=-: ur--.~t'?. .!:'i ~ !); • .-_. •.•• _,, y• ):, ;.:...-~~ ... 

::-.:.: .. :~... . ... _!ASSEMBLYMAN. .. SCl:W'BER.: t. :· What do you spend each year on 
printing those,. tickets? --_-- . 

MR.- CARROLL: - Toll tickets, . $1,200,.000 L- _ 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: One million two? 

MR. CARROLL: Yes . 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHOBER: You have two vendors for this? 

MR. SULLIVAN: We have two and I • m trying to get 

three. It • s such an essential thing. A lot of people aren't 

making tickets any more, anyways. But if you have one vendor, 
and the vendor fails, or ,,blows up, or goes out of business, 

. i 

you •ve got a problem. A number of years ago we had a vendor 

who went bankrupt. The machinery disappeared. We had the 

legal departme~t c}\ase the machine_ry up to Chicago. The 

Turnpike doesn't work without those .toll tickets. So we, in 

our last contract for toll tickets, isstied two contracts; one 

to tJ:l~ ~ighest and one to the second highest bidder. _ I would 
like to see, personally, next year we go to three contractors. 

The other thing . we _ have done is pur_chase the 

equipment, backup equipment. So that if all of these vendors 
go out of business, we, in a very short per.iod of time, will go 

into the business ourselves to make those tickets. A half 
million dollars a day of revenue is too big a number to have to 

rely upon--
ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: How do you work it with two 

vendors. Do you split the business? 
MR. SULLIVAN: Split the business, yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: Have you looked at the cost of 
what 'it would be for you folks to do the making of the tickets 

themselves? 

MR. SULLIVAN: We just got the equipment fairly 

recently. 
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MR. HOLMAN: We are looking .at that. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: As a possibility? .. 

MR. SULLIVAN: Yes. And maybe even have an outsider 

operate the equipment for us. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LOVEYS: May I lastly say this. I'd like 

you to keep Mr. Forst very happy, because if there' s one 

publication I enjoy reading periodically it's his. As Howard 

Cosell would say, you say it as it is. 

MR. SULLIVAN: We try to keep Mr. Forst very .happy. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: Are there any other questions· 

from members of the Committee? (no response) Then we 

appreciate Mr. Sullivan, Mr. Holman, and the members of the 

Turnpike Authority, we appreciate you being here to help the 

Committee in its deliberations with regard to the future of the 

independent authorities. If you would provide us · with -- as 

Mr. Gill has asked for -- the· statistics on the minority hiring 

and status, . we'd. appreciate it. We'd lik·e to see a legal 

opinion with regard to ·the issue of the health benefits, 

obviously, for our reco~ds. . . . 
ASSEMBLYMAN LOVEYS: And .. keep us . up-to-date on the 

Sports Authority. · 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: And yes, as Mr. Loveys has 

indicated, since we do review the Sports Authority's 
activities, and we spent a considerable amount of time on that 

last year, we would like to be kept up-to-date with regard to 

the ongoing saga of the road widening monies. 

Thank you. The meeting stands adjourned. 

MR. SULLIVAN: Thank you for the opportunity to 

appea~. If there's any questions of staff or anybody, get back 

to us. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHUBER: Thank you. 

(HEARING CONCLUDED) 
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